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Advisory committee oks 
preliminary salary plan 
The Advisory Committee on the 
University Educational Budget Sunday 
approved a plan to set aside for 
planning purposes a pool of $ 153 
million for contract salary increases. 
Culminating a weekend-long meeting 
of the budget group, the plan was 
approved by a vote of 8-4 the opposing 
votes coming from the committee's 
three undergraduate student members 
and graduate student member 
Dr Michael Ferrari vice president 
for resource planning and chairman of 
the committee, emphasized that the 
$1.53 million figure was to be used only 
for preliminary planning and should 
not be considered a final figure for 
salary increases 
Currently, an extra $2,168,255 is 
available over last year's budget 
Additional funds requested Irom the 
extra money-excluding contract 
salary increases-range from $1.816.685 
to SI.866.685 depending on options 
chosen in several budget areas 
Of the total requested, it was 
estimated that 11.030.000 is fixed-or 
not subject to reductio'.-beeause of 
University policy, previous 
commitments for funds or state or 
federal regulations 
DURING SUNDAY'S hearings the 
committee heard the Senate Executive 
Committee ISECI representing 
Faculty Senate, ask for a faculty 
salary increase of 12 5 per cent, or 
II,338.557. over this year's salaries 
Dr. John Holmes, associate 
professor   of   marketing   and   SEC 
member, called the increase "a top 
priority item.'' while citing an 
increased number of promotions since 
1969 The promotions, he said, are an 
indication that the faculty deserves an 
increase. 
The 12 5 per cent increase would 
include (acuity only, and exclude 
deans, administrators, graduate 
assistants and leaching fellows. 
Provost Dr. Kenneth Rothe appeared 
belore the committee Saturday and 
said his highest priority is a nine per 
cent increase in contract salaries- 
including those of faculty and 
administrators-which would cost 
$1,581,995 
He said the increase was needed 
because at present most faculty 
salaries here "are not in the 
mainstream' when compared to other 
schools 
Dr Kothe's office had previously 
submitted budget requests Irom the 
major academic areas, including the 
Colleges of Arts and Sciences. 
Business Administration and 
Education, the School of Music and the 
Graduate School and Research Office 
Included in the total increase request 
ol $664,493 for the academic area are: 
COLLEGE OF ARTS and Sciences 
Bequests increase of $196,269. of which 
$10,000 will be used to upgrade the 
laboratory facilities ol the chemistry 
department Also included in the 
request is $16,103 to cover the cost ol 
salary increases lor classilied staff, as 
mandated by stale law; $18,000 for new 
classified staff, and $162,166 tor the 
area's operating budget 
Included in the Arts and Sciences 
request is an additional $37,000 for the 
Academic Year Abroad program 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION-Re- 
quests an additional $30,965. of which 
$22,380 would go toward operating 
expenses. $3,535 toward mandated 
classified salary increases and $5,050 
toward new classified staff 
EDUCATION-Requests an increase 
of $68,577 $49,221 for operating 
expenses. $7,356 for classified salary 
increases, and $12,000 for new 
classified salaries 
HEALTH AND COMMUNITY 
Services-All funding external: no 
funds requested 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC Bequests an 
additional $24,493 $22,965 for 
operating expenses and $1,528 for 
classified salary increases No 
increase requested in classified staff 
GRADUATE SCHOOL. Hesearch- 
Requests an additional $15,831. with 
$1,067 used for operating expenses. 
$1,454 for classified salary increases 
and $13,310 for non-service fellowships 
No new classified staff requested 
Dr. Charles Leone, vice provost for 
research and dean of the graduate 
school, also called for a five per cent 
increase in the stipends awarded to 
graduate assistants and teaching 
fellows 
BROADCASTING AND Instructional 
Media-Requests an increase of 
$83,314 including $61,482 for operating 
expenses. $3,832 for classified salary 
increases,  and $18,000 for additional 
contract staff 
MINORITY AFFAIRS -Bequests an 
additional $16,553. of which $15,283 
would go toward operating expenses. 
$1,270 toward classified salary 
increases 
STUDENT AFFAIRS Requests 
$30,254. with $23,073 for operating 
expenses and $7,181 for classified 
salary increases 
LIBRARY-Bequests an additional 
$131,141. of which $114,530 would be 
used for operating expenses. $10,731 for 
classified salary increases and $5,880 
for new contract staff 
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF Ohio at 
Toledo i University Nursing Program >- 
$80,000 increase requested to pay 
MCOT for training student nurses from 
the University 
CONTINUING EDUCATION-Re- 
quests $13,970. of which $1.100 is (or the 
operating budget. $820 for classified 
staff increases. $5,800 tor new 
classified staff, and $6,250 for new 
contract staff. 
In other areas. Executive Assistant 
to the President Dr Del Hilyard 
presented a request from the 
President's Office for $7,500 to finance 
an administrative internship 
The internship would be available to 
a graduate in educational admini- 
stration. Dr Hilyard said, but added 
that a candidate has already been 
chosen, contingent on receiving the 
funds 
• To page three 
Faculty respond to statement 
By Rote Hume 
Managing Editor 
Reactions ranging from positive 
support to strong criticism have been 
gathered and released in a 15-page 
report by the committee that drafted 
an academic excellence statement last 
October. 
Signed by 30 faculty from the 
psychology department, the original 
statement was addressed to academic 
standards, innovations, evaluation of 
performance, research, honors 
program, minorities and dis- 
advantage students. 
The drafting committee, chaired by 
psychology professor Dr. Michael E 
Doherty, received 52 communications 
related to the report. Committee 
members labeled 32 brief 
communications "extremely positive" 
and quoted one which they chose as 
representative of those 32. 
Two other reports which supported 
the statement elaborated on the 
research policy the committee stated 
"THOSE WHO do not regularly 
demonstrate their competence in print 
before experts in their fields will not. 
in most cases, command the scholarly 
rigor and precision to do a first class 
job at presenting knowledge and 
scholarship in the classroom," read 
one. 
The experimental studies format 
was    criticized    by    another 
communication backing the 
excelence statement. 
"Unfortunately it has proved 
virtually impossible to secure the 
amount of accomplishment and 
intellectual or academic progress 
which is in any reasonable way 
commensurate with the credit hours 
given for these courses or for the 
faculty time assigned As is well 
known, these courses are regarded as 
the easiest way available to be granted 
academic credit without really having 
to do much work." read the comment 
in part 
A lengthy reaction from a faculty 
member of the School of Music 
commended the statement for 
identifying some of the academic 
"barnacles which have attached 
themselves to our ship of state" and 
gave 10 pro and con statements 
relating to academic excellence. 
Adjustment, knowledge, reasoning and 
intuition, research and relevancy were 
some areas this comment included. 
The faculty member also 
congratulated the 30 persons who 
signed the statement for their efforts 
in exposing the 'barnacles." 
REACTIONS FROM a freshman and 
a sophomore also were included in the 
report The sophomore's response was 
mostly negative while the freshman 
congratulated the committee for their 
efforts and expressed hope that the 
statement had an effect on professors 
and administrators. 
The sophomore questioned the 
statement's definition of knowledge. 
"I believe knowledge consists of 
much more than 'units of information ' 
You as psychologists should be the 
first to admit of the complexity of the 
human mind and its workings. And yet 
you pick one small operation- 
information input- and chose to call 
this the extent of knowledge!'' 
The student said he believed the 
university's purpose to be education of 
the total person, not just dissemination 
of factual knowledge. 
THE COMMITTEE answered the 
criticism by calling the phrase "The 
education of the whole person" 
contemporary shibboleth. They went 
on to say the central goal of all people 
is to treat others as human beings. 
"Thus, to identify this as the central 
value of the university robs the 
university of any reason for its 
existence," was the committee's 
reaction. 
One member of the psychology 
department called the statement 30 of 
his collogues signed "fundamentalist 
and reactionary." He considered the 
importance of evaluation 
overemphasized and told the 
committee research should not be 
confused with publication. 
The only administrator whose 
opinion was cited in the report said he 
preferred    a   statement    made    by 
DST effect only speculation 
and a shuffle step approach are part of the action in tho UAO 
couples'  bowling league. (Nowsphotot by Gone J. Puskar) 
By Marcia Shaner 
Staff Reporter 
Public officials and University 
administrators are unwilling to 
speculate on the effect Daylight 
Savings Time I DST I has had on energy 
savings. 
"Daylight Savings Time has 
probably had some effect on electricity 
consumption, but it's hard to say 
exactly what." Theodore Caldwell. 
superintendent of the Bowling Green 
electric department, said yesterday 
Caldwell said energy consumption 
was l.HS.OOO kilowatt hours higher in 
January than in December, but the 
gain is not directly attributable to the 
increased hour of darkness in the 
morning. 
"JANUARY WAS a much colder 
month than December and increased 
need for electric heating of homes may 
have contributed to the gain." Caldwell 
said. 
"In addition to the increased heating 
load caused by the weather, the higher 
cosumption may be accounted for in 
the   increased   number   of   electric 
heating customers." Caldwell said. 
He said the shortage of fuel for 
heating homes has caused some 
customers to turn to electric heat. 
"Although there was an increase in 
energy use. it is not really that big. 
However, it is hard to tell specificly 
why consumption has increased in the 
one-month period. " Caldwell said. 
He added that energy consumption 
decreased in that period compared to 
the December-January consumption of 
the previous year. 
According to electric department 
figures, consumption from Dec. 29. 
1972, to Jan. 31, 1973 was 15,570.000 
kilowatt hours, while consumption for 
Dec. 31. 1973 to Jan 31. 1974 was 
14.220.000 kilowatt hours. 
"IT WOULD seem from these 
figures that people are trying to 
conserve energy and are using less 
electricity." Caldwell said. 
Dr. Robert McCracken. super- 
intendent of Bowling Green city 
schools, said that some parents still 
want Ohio to change from DST. 
""I tell people to communicate 
directly with Gov. Gilligan regarding 
that. That will have the most effect." 
Dr. McCracken said. 
He said that DST has caused some 
problems for city schools, but most 
have been alleviated. "We have had a 
few cases of tardiness due to parents 
keeping their children home until it is 
lighter, but it is not a significant 
number." Dr. McCracken said. 
"THE PROBLEM has lessened now 
that it is so much lighter in the 
morning than it was a month ago." he 
said. 
J. Claude Scheuerman. vice 
president for operations, said he is 
unable to determine if DST has helped 
the University save electricity. 
"Figures for last month are not 
available yet. so we do not know how 
much electircity we consumed." he 
said. 
"Lighting reductions in many of our 
buildings could be reflected in the 
consumption figures making it difficult 
to distinguish the exact effect of 
Daylight Savings Time.' Scheuerman 
said 
He said figures on January's 
consumption probably would be 
available in three weeks 
Academic Council in 1970 to the 
academic excellence statement 
That report, entitled "Mission of the 
University", opened with a statement 
that the university's mission is to 
provide an environment for learning. It 
listed the learning process as: 
--"the acquiring of information with 
the structures that currently order it 
and the skills necessary to put it into 
effective use. 
-"the development of the capacity to 
reason I think logically and abstractly) 
and the ability to apply this process to 
practical problems, 
-"the process of self-identification 
and self-transformation which leads to 
a level of self-awareness that is the 
prerequisite of an independent 
existence." 
THE ADMINISTRATOR said he had 
concluded that the committee's prime 
priority of "creation, organization, 
and communication of knowledge' is 
disf unctional" because of 
methodology. 
In its concluding arguments, the 
drafting committee said evaluation of 
performance has been a motivating 
factor and while students may abandon 
the priority of more knowledge for a 
better grade, evaluation-perbaps in 
another form-should continue. 
They said knowledge and facts 
should not be confused. 
Knowledgeable "describes someone 
who knows facts, relationships 
between them, has a meaningful 
classification of them and some 
understanding of their implication." 
read the report. 
The report also reasserted the 
committee's original statement that 
change may not be always good 
especially if based on short-term 
projections 
The committee called for a major 
commitment by faculty to the 
development of "explicit, coherent 
goals, and to the development of 
criteria for evaluating their 
achievement. 
"Faculty within departments should 
be evaluated in terms of involvement 
in their professional discipline, if they 
are to have anything of value to bring 
to their students. Attention certainly 
should be directed to the evaluation of 
current programs, with respect to how 
well newly explicated goals are being 
achieved." 
Weather 
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ohio legal service 
good alternative 
For all practical purposes the chance for a low-cost University legal 
aid clinic in Bowling Green is dead. 
It is unfortunate that the Wood County Bar Association members are 
disinterested in establishing low-cost weekly counseling sessions for 
those students needing legal advice. 
However, students' eyes may have been opened to another possibility 
of legal aid through information given to Student Body Organization 
(SBO) President Bill Arnold. 
Bill Harlett. Wood County Bar Association president, gave Arnold 
information last week on the Ohio Bar Association legal aid referral 
service. 
From Monday through Friday persons can call a toll free number (1- 
800-282-471181 in Columbus and explain their legal problems. A staffer then 
will tell the caller if he actually has a legal problem If so, the person will 
be referred to a lawyer in his area. 
Ten area attorneys are participating in the program. The same 
attorneys are not interested in a University legal aid clinic, but are 
available to students through the state referral agency. 
The stale toll free referral service is a good alternative for students 
since the possibility for a university legal aid clinic doesn't look 
promising 
Information about the state referral service will be available this week 
to students through resident advisors and at the commuter center. 
Arnold said he and Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost for student affairs', 
plan to contact the Toledo Legal Aid Society and the University of Toledo 
Law School to further investigate possibilities of legal aid counseling at 
the University. 
Hopefully something can be worked out for a local legal aid service, 
but if that fails, the Ohio Bar Association's phone referral service is a 
worthwhile alternative. 
only five states 
omerican studies explained 
By Dr. Almi Payae 
American    Sludlei    Department 
Chairwoman 
Gueit Columnist 
Shortly after World War II a group of 
scholars representing American 
literature, history, art and other 
related disciplines organized the first 
American Studies Associations, which 
later developed into a national 
organization 
The founders shared the belief that 
American culture should be seen as a 
unified whole, not in segments 
The American Studies concept led to 
the earliest inter-disciplinary 
programs on such campuses as those of 
Minnesota. Pennsylvania and Western 
Reserve. 
THE GROWTH of such programs 
has been steady until there are now 
over 200 programs. Twenty-eight per 
cent of this growth has taken place 
since 1970. 
Bowling Green State University's 
American    Studies    program    was 
established in 1957 and has grown to 
include programs in the College of Arts 
and Sciences, the College of Education 
and the Graduate School. 
These programs are well known and 
have achieved prestige throughout the 
United States Graduate students from 
England. France. Scandinavia. Korea. 
Vietnam and Indonesia have applied. 
YET THE American Studies major 
is certain to encounter the question: 
What is American Studies? 
DEAR MR. SOLZHENITSYN — AS A MUCH-PERSECUTED PILLOW AUTHOR, I THOUGHT YOU 
WOULD WANT TO KNOW THAT LADIES HOME JOURNAL IS A HOT MARKET THIS YEAR . . 
The University catalogues provide a 
partial answer. There one learns that 
six departments (Art. English. 
History. Philosophy. Political Science, 
and Sociology) participate. 
Introductory and senior seminars, as 
well as special reading courses, 
provide insight to American Studies 
approaches and philosophy. Majors 
can build individualized programs 
based on needs and interests 
BUT THAT is not the total answer. 
Ask an American Studies major about 
the excitement of realizing the wealth 
to be found in the culture of our first 
ethnic group, the native Americans; of 
relating art. literature, music and 
history to provide a profile eC the 
United States in the 1930s; of tracing 
communal living from 1974 back to the 
beginning of the American story; of 
realizing how the growth of cities has 
changed American culture; of 
recognizing the kinship of women's 
movements through two battle-filled 
centuries and of analyzing the impact 
of a concept like Darwinism upon all 
aspects of American life. This is 
American Studies. 
IF YOU wish to join in the 
excitement of such discoveries of 
inter-relationships among bodies of 
knowledge, too often seen in isolation, 
a group of enthusiastic undergraduate 
American Studies majors are 
providing that opportunity in the hope 
that even more students may be able to 
answer the question-What is 
American Studies? 
All majors are invited to come and 
bring interested friends to an informal 
get-together on Tuesday. February 12 
at eight p.m. in the Main lounge of 
Offenhauer 
MUSIC, refreshments and a 
community of interest are promised 
needed for ERA      LSTTSfS 
Fortunately, the controversial Equal Rights Amendment (ERAi is 
moving even closer to becoming reality since Ohio became the 33rd state 
to ratify the amendment last week. 
Only five more states must now grant approval to make it the 27th 
amendment to the Constitution. 
Ohio's approval of the ERA is a sign of a growing consciousness for the 
importance of women's rights. Last year the ERA was passed by the 
Ohio House, but was stalled in the Senate Election Committee. 
At that time the Ohio AFL-CIO was opposed to the amendment. But the 
giant labor union changed its position in October and ERA backers feel 
the amendment's success is due to the AFL-CIO support. 
If five other states ratify the ERA, an important step will be taken 
toward opening new possibilities for men and women by invalidating 
many laws which hold them down in their traditional roles. 
Surely if many of the discriminatory practices were ended some of the 
inborn attitudes about male and female roles also would be ended. 
Hats off to the Ohio Senate for making Ohio the 33rd state to ratify the 
amendment! Now it's time for other states to follow Ohio's fine example. 
facts wrong 
in news story 
I'm really upset about the garbled 
news story the reporter wrote on 
Moose Pamp I am not an associate 
professor There are two instructors 
for the course-not only me. 
I did not say this is one of the first 
Native American literature courses in 
the nation. I said it was one of the first 
in the area. 
I'LL NOT give inlormation again. I 
will write it. Here is some; They don't 
toledo loss not due to 
bad calls, but poor play 
By Charlie McMahon 
418 Anderson 
Guest Student Columnist 
Upon reading the reactions of The 
BG News sportswriters about the 
Toledo game I was a bit surprised at 
the stance they took Yet it seemed to 
follow their trend of usually mediocre 
reporting 
How can these two individuals. 
Kenny White and Jack O'Breza. ligure 
the one final mistake ol the uflicials as 
the basis for the Falcons' loss" Such 
thinking is bush league 
There is a saying which states 
Before you dare blame the officials, 
count all the mistakes you made.'' 
-me BG news 
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HOWEVER. 1 do realize that 
O'Breza does consider that the 
controversial call shouldn't have 
mattered and that BG should have won 
anyway. 
But does he mention anything about 
viewing game films frame by frame? 
If it proves the ref wrong it doesn't 
mean a thing-the Falcons still lose 
Still both writers dramatize that one 
play And that 'bad'' call is not any 
more important than any other "bad'' 
call earlier in the game. 
A team can't play a ball game and 
expect the officials to pull them out of 
the tough spots The cagers were 
victims of circumstance at an 
inopportune time For sure they should 
have run Toledo off the court 
FACT IS the team played below their 
capabilities and Toledo at the outset 
was terrible and that helped keep BG 
ahead Heartbreaking as the loss may 
be. the Falcons actually didn't play 
well enough to deserve to win Toledo 
played well when they had to and in the 
final score, that's all that counts 
What I felt was lacking from the 
Bowling Green side was imaginative 
coaching on the part of Pat Haley. All 
season long he has stayed with a man- 
(or-man defense against teams that 
are usually smaller and sometimes 
quicker for an 11-7 record. 
HE RARELY, il at all. uses a zone 
defense to utilize the height of the front 
court men and change the offensive 
patterns of the opposing team. 
Also, a BG press is non-existent. The 
Falcons don't appear to be that good 
defensively that they can put on the 
pressure to control the tempo of the 
game to their success without the use 
of a press at crucial points of the game, 
as when Toledo gained the momentum 
in the second half. 
HOWEVER. 1 do have the faith that 
Mr. Haley can possibly lead the 
Falcons to at least a share of the MAC 
crown, but not without a serious look at 
the situation. 
The team is blessed with talent, but 
not enough for him to stick them on the 
floor and say. "OK. put the ball 
through the hoop " There's a lot more 
to winning ball games than that 
HOPEFULLY the Falcons and 
Coach Haley can put it together so the 
team and the fans won't have to go 
through another frustrating night like 
last Saturday. 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 109 
University Hall. 
like to be called Indians-the phrase is 
Native Americans. 
Moose Pamp. Chippewa. will present 
Native American Legends Wednesday. 
February 13, from six to eight p.m. in 
Mosley Hall. Room 30V 
MR. PAMP'S visit to the BG campus 
is sponsored by the Colloquia 
Committee of the English Department 
He is a special guest of the two 
sections of English 200. Native 
American Literature, taught by David 
Sowd and Carlene Bagnall Blanchard 
The meeting will be open to visitors. 
Moose Pamp was raised on the 
Saginaw Reservation near Ml 
Pleasant, Michigan. He is a well- 
known drummer and leading chanter 
of Native American music. 
CURRENTLY HE is Advocate for 
Native Americans at the University of 
Michigan, where he advises and 
recruits Native Americans and 
encourages the development of native 
curriculum 
His visit, formerly scheduled for 
February 6. was cancelled because of 
bad weather 
Carlene Bagnall Blanchard 
Department of English 
and American Studies 
dave was... 
We are writing this letter in regard 
to a friend who has died and who we 
wish to remember for himself-not for 
the events surrounding his untimely 
death 
David Vocila will be remembered by 
those who knew him as a peaceful 
individual. 
He was constantly searching for 
himself and trying to make sense out of 
the world he lived in Dave was a 
positive person, always trying to find 
the best in people and things. He 
valued his friends and was willing to 
give of himself for them. 
DAVE WAS a good-time person. His 
goal was to experience the 
unexperienced-the fresh and exciting. 
To Dave enjoying life meant his bike, 
practicing TM and yoga, spur of the 
moment trips anywhere and the 
appreciation of music. 
The image of Dave in his denim 
overalls, with that quiet, contented 
smile will exist forever in the hearts 
and minds of his friends. 
DONATIONS to the Heart Fund are 
being collected in Dave's memory. 
They may be made at the main desk of 
either Harrow or Alice Prout Hall. 
Chris Powers 
Denise Dunn 
Fred Farschman and 
friends 
human concern 
most important 
This letter is in reference to the 
debate now raging over admittance to 
the infirmary or. for that matter, any 
emergency room. 
I WOULD like to ask simply for a 
little human concern for other people. 
It simply makes no sense to require a 
person who is suffering from some 
ailment to sign forms or present 
identification prior to treatment. 
I would contend that only a sadistic 
society would take more stock in forms 
than in people. 
William Gene Huprich 
619 Offenhauer West 
human race 
is dividing 
After reading and listening to the 
news over much of the past few years. 
I am forced to conclude that the human 
race is dividing into two separate 
races. 
If you place people on a continuum 
(rom those who don't think i those that 
live in a Skinnerian reality I to those 
that do think i those that have 
developed other forms of 
communications than guns, embargos. 
threats, fear, deceit etc. I it seems that 
the two ends of the continuum are 
moving further and further apart. 
IT SEEMS inevitable that it will 
break in the middle and form two 
separate, distinct races. 
The questions are at what point will 
the one end of the contiuum decide that 
it can't tolerate the other, and what 
will they do about it? 
Timothy M. I lor pel 
403 High St 
history lesson 
in Vietnam war 
I would like to draw attention to one 
small point which Mr. Reichel seems 
to have overlooked in his analysis of 
the lessons of Vietnam. 
Namely, that trying to finish the 
job" by going all out for a military 
victory would have instead very likely 
finished all of us by touching off a 
nuclear holocaust 
THE REAL lesson of Vietnam is that 
imposed military solutions" to 
political problems don't work- 
something we should have learned 25 
years ago in China but didn't, largely 
because of people like Mr. Reichel. 
who insisted our side really could have 
won if only we had tried harder 
Those who don't learn from history 
are doomed to repeat the mistakes of 
the past. 
Jack Mynatt 
Psychology Department 
ohio prisoner 
wants letters 
Ohio male prisoner wishing female 
correspondence. Age. 32; height. 6'1"; 
weight, 218. dark brown hair and hazel 
eyes, like blues and jazz and rock, 
interests include motorcycle riding, 
camping, traveling, poetry and outdoor 
sports. 
Frank Stone 135-110 
P.O. Box 57 
Marion, Ohio 43302 
apartment 
complaint 
Attention to those students looking 
for apartments for next year. I am a 
senior, graduating this spring and have 
been pleased with the various 
apartment complexes that I have lived 
in at Bowling Green for the past two 
years, but this year is a different story. 
I am a resident of Al-lyn apartments. 
309 High St.. and would never live here 
again 
MY REASONS are as follows 
II After a snow storm, the parking 
lot is poorly cleaned, if cleaned at all. 
Last night after our previous snow 
storm, the manager of the apartments 
got stuck in his own parking lot 
because of the accumulated snow. 
2) There are two front sidewalks of 
which one is poorly cleaned, and the 
other remains covered with ice and 
snow. 
THE BACK sidewalk is partially 
cleaned just in front of the back door. 
The remainder of the back sidewalk is 
left uncleaned-I know. I have fallen 
twice this past week while leaving the 
building. 
3) We asked for a light for our 
refrigerator during fall quarter which 
we have not yet received. 
THESE ARE just some of the 
incidents that have occurred since I 
have lived here: This is to let the 
potential apartment dwellers know 
what it is really like at Al-lyn 
Apartments. 
Cheryl Krueger 
309 High St 
Thirteen nations confer on situation 
Tuesday, hbruary 12, 1974, The BO Newt/Faff* 3 
Oil 'conduct rules' under study 
Icy 
arch 
Rays from the rising sun filler through an archway formed 
from ice on the Milwaukee shore of lake Michigan. Wave 
action combined with below freezing temperature creates the 
art work along the shoreline. (AP Wirephoto) 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
conference of 13 energy-con- 
suming nations began 
cautiously yesterday, 
seeking some way to agree 
on "rules of conduct"' for 
buying foreign oil without 
appearing to threaten oil- 
exporting countries 
Opening the two-day 
conference. U.S. Secretary 
of State Henry A. Kissinger 
said that bilateral oil 
agreements by individual 
nations could not solve the 
problems and might well 
make them far worse 
"WE BELIEVE that it is 
essential that these arrange- 
ments follow agreed rules of 
conduct.'' Kissinger said 
The F.uropean nations at 
the conference have been 
pressing for an early 
meeting of both consuming 
nations and oil-producing 
nations. 
Those attending the 
sessions include foreign 
ministers, (inance chiefs 
and energy experts from the 
I'nited States. Japan. 
Canada and Norway and 
nine members of the 
European Common Market: 
France, West Germany, the 
Netherlands, Great Britain. 
Italy. Denmark. Ireland. 
Luxembourg and Belgium. 
WALTER SCHEEL. West 
Germany's foreign minister 
and president of the Council 
of Kuropean Communities. 
Budget objectives presented 
• from page on* 
He also asked for $1,202 11 
for classified salary- 
increases, and $2,646 for 
non-salary operating 
increases. 
J Claude Scheuerman. 
vice president for 
operations, presented a 
request for an additional 
$208,812 for 1974-75 
Included in that figure is 
$26,330 for new contract 
faculty and staff. $106,941 
for classified salary 
increases. $9,700 for 
temporary student employ- 
ment; $900 for travel; 
$27,350 for additional equip- 
ment. $37,591 for other 
supplies, and $75,541 for 
other operating expenses 
Those amounts bring the 
total requested for his area 
to$1,793,317 
Scheuerman said his iirst 
priority is maintenance of 
residence halls, which he 
said is necessary to make 
them attractive enough to 
keep enrollment up 
He also said a "con- 
siderable amount" of his 
budget would be used for 
overtime, because ol the 
sevenday-a-week nature of 
many maintenance 
operations He also said he 
hopes for enough funds lor 
12 new employees to 
decrease the amount of 
overtime 
Hal    Eckel,    director    oi 
computational    services 
requested an increase of 
$212,865 to cover new 
equipment costs and the 
anticipated move »l the J 
Preston    Lev Is   Regional 
Computer Center to 
I'errysburg this fall 
Eckel said $170,000 ot the 
money would be spent on 
supplies.        including 
telephone    services.    He 
added that moving the 
center will generate equip- 
ment, administrative and 
communications problems 
If you don't win this Saab, you 
can win one of 341 other prizes. 
; •*■ GRAND PRIZE 
SAAB 99 LE. 
The pride of Swedish engineering. 
Overhead cam engine, rack and pinion steering, 
front wheel drive, fold-down rear seats. 
Dannon Yogurt Winter Carnival Sweepstakes 
Expense-paid week for two in Austria 
>,   OFFICIAL RULES via Icelandic Airlines. Enioy the 
, 1* pn eolry'bUnfc at ngM o< t>ece fabulOUS resort of Kitzbuhel 
• ol 3*» 5" taD+r P*mt you' 
name address ana zip Mail". 
Danrxm Voqu'i S*.eeosta*es 
PO Bo-65)   Brooklyn NV 1120? 
.3 E»chen"V full be accompanied 
By t*»o a>%*% 'torn containers ol 
• Danno" "-j«iio» the words 
Dannon voqurf   printed in pJam 
Ofocfc letters on a 3 « b paper 
y V*nners»vtll oc selected m 
/andom drawings conducted by 
MarJert-Kane inr   an 
independent judging orgarn 
zation whose decisions are 
linjl Lirmt one O'ize toalamriy 
Ta«es on any prize are the sole 
rejponubsttty ol the winner Nr 
substitutions will be made lor 
*ny prize offered 
4 Enter as otuin as you wish - 
•act) entry must be m#ied 
separately Entries must be 
postmarked by April 20   19'4 
and received by April 30 1974 
5 Sweepstakes open to residents 
of Slates east of (he Mississippi 
River e»cepl emoloyees end 
the" larmiies of Dannon Yogurt 
and its affiliates its advertising 
agencies and Ma'den-Kane inc 
Oner VOK) where prohibited or 
restricted by law Ail federal, 
state and local laws apply 
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED 
20 PAIRS HART SKIS 
Competition USA model.Hart fiberglass, foamed wood core 
20 YASHICA CAMERAS 
Atoron Electro model. Automatic ultra-miniature camera 
50 SAMSONITE SUIT-PAKS 
Carries two men s suits, shirts, shoes, etc. 
250 WHOLE EARTH CATALOGS 
Dannon Yogurt Wi. .er Carnival Sweepstakes 
P.O. Bo> 651. Brooklyn, NY. 11202 
Pleaseenter main your sweepstakes Enclosed are two disks 
from Dannon coniamers or the words  Dannon Yogurt  printed 
in block letters on a 3"x 5"piece ol paper 
rinl plainly 
! 
urged a conference of all 
interested nations-major 
consumers, producers, and 
underdeveloped countries 
by April 1. one month earlier 
than proposed by Kissinger. 
The conference par- 
ticipants have repeatedly 
emphasized that they had no 
James Hof. vice president 
for public services, 
submitted a request for an 
additional $92,441. which 
would include $12,000 for 
luring a radio and television 
specialist and $14,400 for an 
assistant director of 
development 
Hot also requested an 
additional $1,400 for the 
Green Sheet. $700 for Fact 
Line. $500 for News Service 
and $1,800 for photography 
services 
The next committee 
meeting will be held 
Saturday from 8 a.m. until 
130 p.m. The location will 
be announced at a later date 
Interviews 
News interviews will 
begin tomorrow for Stu- 
dent Body Organization 
(SBO) candidates and 
the Union Activities Or- 
ganization (UAO) dlrec- 
tors-at-large. 
All candidates who 
have not signed up are 
urged to contact the 
News today concerning 
scheduling for in- 
terviews. 
intention of making this 
meeting into a conspiracy 
against the Arab oil-pro- 
ducing nations which pre- 
cipitated the world crisis by 
cutting off deliveries to 
some countires last October 
and by sharply increasing 
their prices. 
Arab oil shipments have 
since been resumed to most 
European countries but are 
still cut off to the United 
States 
Kissinger said the I'nited 
States would seek no help at 
this conference in 
responding to the Arab 
embargo. 
Europe relies on imports 
for some 60 per cent of its 
energy 
Kissinger warned that 
failure to resolve the energy 
problem by international 
cooperation       "would 
threaten the world with a 
vicious cycle of competition, 
autarchy, rivalry and 
depression such as led to the 
collapse of world order in 
the Thirties." 
"The most immediate and 
critical problem concerns 
price,'' Kissinger also said 
"CURRENT price levels 
are simply not sustainable 
At these levels, the 
industrial countries alone 
will incur a current account 
deficit of $36-40 billion in 
1974..' 
Against that background 
Kissinger urged that the 
arrangements made by 
individual nations to secure 
oil supplies "follow agreed 
rules of conduct." 
A member of the US 
delegation. William H 
Donaldson, undersecretary 
of    state    for    security 
assistance, elaborated in a 
news briefing He said rules 
of conduct might be '"a basic 
set of rules, or a code, under 
which oil purchase arrange- 
ments would be made." 
He said such a code might 
cover "the total structure of 
arrangements to purchase 
the commodity." including 
not only price but 
presumably other political 
considerations or demands. 
IN HIS opening statement. 
Kissinger said the I'nited 
States is willing to share 
available energy in times of 
emergency or prolonged 
shortages 
"We would be prepared to 
allocate an agreed portion of 
our total petroleum supply 
provided other consuming 
countries with indigenous 
production do likewise." 
newsnotes 
Ervin 
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) - U.S. 
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr. said yesterday 
that the Watergate investigation by 
his select committee is complete 
except for "one or two aspects." 
Ervin said he would recommend 
that the committee go into executive 
session to explore Republican 
campaign contributions involving 
milk dealers and presidential friend 
Charles "Bebe" Rebozo. 
A U.S. District Court ruling against 
the committee's request for five 
presidential tapes is "extremely 
unfortunate," the North Carolina 
Democrat said. 
"The tapes we are asking for are 
tapes between President Nixon and 
John Dean in which Dean said 
President Nixon knew of the break-in 
and condoned it." 
DST 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen 
Howard M. Metzenbaum has joined 
in the oall lor repeal of winter Day- 
light Saving Time 
"Daylight Saving Time will not 
save enough energy to overcome the 
problems it has created.'' 
Metzenbaum (D-Ohioi said in a 
statement yesterday. 
He signed repeal legislation 
sponsored by Sens Mike Mansfield 
and Dick Clark. 
The bill, now resting in the Senate 
Commerce Committee, would repeal 
winter "fast" time on the Iirst 
Sunday after the measure was 
passed 
The measure was introduced after 
several school children were killed in 
traffic accidents in early-morning 
darkness 
NASA layoffs 
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla (AP) - 
When the Skylab astronauts dropped 
into the Pacific Ocean Friday after 84 
days in space. 1,816 employees at the 
Kennedy Space Center saw their jobs 
come to an end. 
They joined more than 13.000 
aerospace workers at the center who 
have lost their jobs since 1968, when 
26.000 persons were employed during 
the height of America's space 
program 
By June 30. the work force at 
Kennedy will be about 9.450. said a 
spokesman (or the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration 
Rhodes 
COLUMBUS (AP> - The three- 
member Ohio Heal Estate 
Commission-appointed by Oov. John 
J. (iilligan -took the first step 
yesterday Inward revoking the 
brokers licenses of former Gov 
James A Rhodes and nine others. 
The board approved a resolution 
giving the 10 until March II to 
surrender the licenses voluntarily or 
(ace board action 
Board Secretary Hobert Gippin. 
who conducted investigations of 192 
licenseholders who were known to 
have received special examinations, 
said mandatory requirements may 
have not been met in the cases 
named 
Rhodes obtained his license four 
days belore leaving olfice in 1971 He 
said he took an oral exam 
administered by the commission- 
then composed ol Rhodes' 
appointees-in his office 
Get out from under it at McDonald's. 
Dannon Yogurt-The Natural After-Ski Lift 
No Artificial Anything co-« 
McDonald's 
1050 S. MAIN 
Pa,. 4/TU SO N»ws, Ti»«sstay, Mwuocy 12, 1*74 
Grod student to direct thesis: 
odds atmospheric flourishes 
Preview by 
Mark Glover 
The third production of the 
winter quarter by the Uni- 
versity Theatre will be the 
highly acclaimed translation 
of Moliere's "The School 
For Wives." 
The farce will be shown 
tomorrow through Sunday 
at the Joe E. Brown Theatre 
in University Hall. Curtain 
time for performances will 
belp.m. 
"The School For Wives" 
has been shown on Broad- 
way in New York City where 
it received positive reviews 
from some of Gotham's 
stiffest critics. 
DIRECTING the up- 
coming production is 
Michael Poisson. graduate 
student. His work in 
directing the farce will 
determine part of his 
requirements     for     his 
master's degree in this 
annual Thesis Play. 
Poisson is preparing a 
number of unique additions 
to the Moliere work to re- 
create a 17th century atmos- 
phere in the theater. 
Plans include scenery of 
the period, costumed 
musicians playing music 
from the 17th century and a 
portion of the audience 
sealed on stage dressed in 
ornate costumes from the 
Moliere period. 
Moliere's work is com- 
parable to Shakespearean 
comedy as it deals with 
mistaken identity and com- 
plicated foolishness 
THE PLOT deals with the 
jealous Arnolphe. played by 
Scott Norris, senior (A&S). 
and his fear of having an un- 
faithful wife. In order to 
eliminate his worries. 
Arnolphe trains Agnes, 
played by Teresa Beckers. 
senior (A&S),  from child- 
hood to be his loyal wife. 
The farce is complicated 
when Agnes falls in love 
with Horace, played by 
Richard Thompson, sopho- 
more (A&S). In addition. 
Arnolphe asks the help of 
Horace in wooing Agnes, 
unaware of the situation that 
exists. 
A series of complications 
follows with an equally 
frantic conclusion. 
Other players in the pro- 
duction are Thomas Nei- 
heiser, sophomore (A4S), as 
Chrysolde; Tim Forrest, 
sophomore (A&S). as Alain; 
Jeanne Blum, senior (Ed.), 
as Georgette; David Gil- 
ronan. senior (Ed), as 
Oronte; Kevin Diels, fresh- 
man (A&S), as Enrique, and 
Brian Kiser, a graduate 
student (A&S), as a notary. 
COSTUMES for the pro- 
duction have been designed 
••••••••••••••••••••••*** 
FOLK & BLUES: TONITE! 9:30-12:30 
»,.H ROGER SCHMIDT 
• friendly prices • 
Gmtyoitf 
* 
us a^ * 
Court *• 
St. » 
BACK BAR NOW OPEN WITH BUSCH ON DRAFT!        * 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
UNMOUNTED PRINTS 
SALE PRICE M.95 
Sale Ends Saturday, February 16 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Bldg. 
Bud Drinkers, can 
you figure this out? 
Suppose Hud. CUM in 24-oz. bottles that cost 50* apiece. And suppose the 
12-oz, bottles cost 25c each. A guy comes up to you carrying two boxes the 
same size. He tells you one box is full of 12-oz. bottles, the other is exactly 
half full of the 24-oz. bottles. One is worth more than the other. Which one? 
unj aqj jjeq sstui 
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by Theresa Bundick. a 
graduate student, and seta 
and lighting have been ar- 
ranged by C. Thomas John- 
son, graduate assistant. 
The box office for "The 
School For Wives" is open 
daily from 11 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m., and after 7 p.m. on 
performance evenings. Ad- 
mission is 25 cents for Uni- 
versity students with ID. SO 
cents for high school stu- 
dents and children and tl SO 
for non-student adults. 
There will be an open dis- 
cussion of the play immedi- 
ately following Thursday's 
performance. 
Gui Solomon* Jr. lac- 
turad to students last 
night and demonstra- 
ted dan<e steps as 
part of his one-week 
workshop. One of the 
original members of 
Boston's first modern 
dance company, Solo- 
mons' dance move- 
ments are shaped by 
his personality. He 
will present a concert 
at S Thursday night in 
the Grand Ballroom, 
Union (No wsphore 
by Gene J. Puskar) 
Trial-run courses available 
Yoga I and II, Future 
Shock. Collecting American 
Antiques and Beginning 
Folk Guitar are among the 
non-credit courses being 
offered this spring by the 
office of Continuing 
Education. 
Each quarter, Continuing 
Education offers new 
courses or repeats 
successful    ones    to   gain 
student reaction to 
experimental courses. 
Later, some of them may be 
introduced as regular full- 
credit courses. 
Course fees range from 
SIS to $50 Further 
information or registration 
for the courses may be made 
through the office of 
Continuing Education. 504 
Administration Bldg 
For Your 
Valentine 
PRICES FOR B.G. AREA ONLY 
LONG STEM ROSES $12 
a 
#1 GRADE MIXED ^ ^ 
CARNATIONS  ... $6 , 
Courses include Yoga I. a beginning 
count covering baste postures and auto- 
rclaiatMn ir-chmquf* Yoga II. advanced 
variatloas    oi     yoga     and     medilalion 
techniques 
Dirt Workshop, designed to help one lose 
weigh! and plan a diet program with 
optional weekly eierciaei 
Outdoor Education and Recreation 
Kiperience dealing with environmental 
investigation outdoor education 
correlating the Outward Bound philosophy 
and culminating in a weekend at Kelly's 
Wand 
Folk GulUr a basic course itrcuing 
rrading munr lingering tuning and basic 
strum* Advanced Photography lor the 
person with tome background in black and 
white photography this course will include 
color slides high contrail black and white 
photography and iperul effects and 
technical problems 
KLFXTRONIC KIT Building: a course 
designed to teach construction and wiring 
techniques o( any electronics kit on the 
market Collecting American Antiques 
which will provide the beginning collector 
with a broad survey of the American 
decorative arts 
Heal Estate Finance covering mortgage 
loans purchaser investigation loan 
closing dad completion of sake* Real 
EsUle Principles and Practices II dealing 
with trend* in ownership, brokerage and 
construction and Real Estate Law 
discussing rights to ownership of real 
estate deeds land contracts and 
foreclosures. 
Speed Reading stressing learning to 
read more rapid I v and efficient Iv Career 
Lite Pluming lor Woman a structured 
small group eiperkence used to eiamine 
educational and employment opportunities 
lor women 
Secretarial Review to include off ire 
skills such as business English secretarial 
ofltce procedure* refreshers in shorthand 
and dictation and is also a basic 
preparation course lor the Certified 
Professional Secretaries Examination 
LANDS AND Peoples of the Middle 
East, an introduclion to these countries 
with information and analysis of their 
ellect on the energy crisis trouble spots ol 
the area and cultural groups within the 
region 
Future Shock Can We Survive It* 
designed   tu   evaluate   the   eatremes   nl 
social physical and cultural change and 
man s ability to adapt I* shesn, lnrrfjkkg 
for a New Humanism, a course ihai will 
eiamine the search for identity through 
discussion topics such as science and 
religion freedom death social action and 
spiritual discipline 
Beginning Conversational French, a 
basic course stressing a practical 
knowledge of French vocabulary and 
eipresinni Spanish for Spanish A men 
cam. tor the Spanish American who 
speaks Spanish but who wishes to improve 
hn ability in spelling basic 
correspondence forms as well as 
commercial and office vocabulary and 
management in Spanish 
I m OK You re OK What s ll All About' 
a seminar discuss ion-readings type course 
which eiamine* the best selling book's 
ideas on transactlonal analysis. 
Organic Gardening How to Do ll. lo 
cover basic gardening techniques without 
the use of chemical (emitter* and 
pesticides and Foraging Finding Wild 
Plants That Are Good to Eat with an 
emphasis on getting back to nature and 
discovering the wild loods that abound 
here, while learning how to collect 
identify prepare and preserve these loods 
doz. ' 
02 GRADE 
CARNATIONS    $4.5G\« 
(Smaller grade) 
TERRARIUMS  ...  $5 *, 
AMARYLLIS BULBS    t1A 
WITH DUTCH PLANTER  *plU 
PLANTERS 
ARRANGEMENTS 
Remember Your Valentine! 
With a Personal Gift 
Sportswear 
Sleepwear 
Lingerie 
Accessories 
Jewelry 
Misc. Gift Items 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge 
ran DIII vis Y IN a.o.i 
MYLES 
it    FLOWERS 
109 CLAY ST. 
BOWLING GREEN 
> ■' 352-2002 I 353-2802 "\' 
the friendly family 
restaurants 
FAMOUS FOODS 
TUESDAY 
PANCAKES 
ALL YOU CAN EAT $1.10 
I 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
ALL THE CHICKEN 
YOU CAN EAT 
Choice of salad 
& potato 
$2.49 
SOUTH 
SIDE 
SIX 
CAINS POTATO CHIPS 
REG. 79c —NOW  590 
1 CAL. SUGAR FREE 
DIET PEPSI 99c 
plus deposit 
737 S. MAIN—352-8639 
OSEA 
BIG MEETING 
WED. FEB. 13 
7:30 P.M. 
WAYNE ROOM, UNION 
DR. DOELLINGER - SPEAKER 
All Ed. Majors Welcome 
TuMdoy, F.b.uary 12, 4*74, Th* BG Nawi/ft*. S 
University upholds energy use level 
By Carl Rcmtniky 
Stiff Reporter 
Figures released yes- 
terday at the Task Force on 
Energy Conservation 
meeting show that the 
energy crisis has done little 
to dent the University's 
energy consumption. 
The figures, released by J. 
Claude Scheuerman. vice 
president for operations, 
compare projected 1973-1974 
figures with actual 1972-1973 
usage data. This year's elec- 
tricity and water and 
sewage consumption will 
rise, while the use of coal 
and gas is projected to drop, 
according to his figures. 
Inflation has forced a rise 
in cost of all energy sources 
used    by    the    University 
except natural gas. which is 
projected to cost the Uni- 
versity $5,000 less than last 
year. 
"We really have done well 
to hold the consumption 
down to the level we have so 
far. considering the average 
temperature is about eight 
degrees lower than last 
year.'' Scheuerman said. 
Charles Codding, assistant 
director of the Office of 
.Buildings and Facilities, at- 
tributed the rise in 
electrical consumption to 
colder weather 
"There is a lot of elec- 
trical heatyw on campus 
Many old bondings that are 
renovated have a lot of elec- 
trical heat in them." he 
said. 
The Task Force also dis- 
cussed ideas on how to 
decrease energy usage. Sug- 
gestions ranged from 
turning down thermostats to 
shutting down facilities 
completely when not in use. 
"There are two ways to 
cut down on energy either 
knit-pick in a lot of areas or 
take a big chunk out of one 
or two areas." George 
Scherff. associate professor 
of Industrial Education and 
Technology and Task Force 
chairman, said. 
Scheuerman said he hopes 
the University's energy con- 
sumption will be cut 10 per 
cent next year. 
"If prices continue to 
climb and energy con- 
sumption continues to rise at 
the present rate, operating 
money    will    become    a 
While working on hei oil painting, Marlono 
Bellinger junior (Ed), decides where her next 
stroke of paint should be placed. i Newsphoto by 
Gene J  Puskar) 
PER to offer cycling 
Robert   Beard,   assistant     edge in a "practical and fun 
Sartre series continues 
The Sartre symposium continues tonight with a lecture by 
Dr. Ramona Cormier, professor of philosophy 
Her talk, entitled "Can One Escape Bad Faith'," will be 
at8:15p.m. in 115 Education Bldg 
A 4 p.m. lecture tomorrow in 105 Hanna Hall will feature 
tapes of conversations with Sartre Fr Wilfrid Desan. 
philosophy professor at Georgetown University will conduct 
the presentation. 
The film "Dirty Hands" will close the three-day 
symposium at 8:15 tomorrow night in 115 Education Bldg. 
The dialogue will be in French with English subtitles 
problem.'' Scheuerman 
said 
The cost of energy last 
year was H.M7.202 The pro- 
jected 1974-1975 figure is 
$1,703,068. even with the 10 
per cent cutback 
"It wouldn't surprise me 
if 10 per cent of the energy 
used is simply wasted. I've 
walked through buildings at 
night where one lab with two 
kids in it was the only room 
being used." Scherff said. 
He also said any new 
expansion would be unjusti- 
fied, pointing out the Uni- 
versity's    enrollment    has 
leveled off at 15,000. 
"The energy crisis could 
be a factor in holding down a 
planned rise in room and 
board rates If students 
would try to be con- 
scientious with their use of 
energy it could matter in 
how big the increase is." 
Scheuerman said 
Nancy Miller, adminis- 
trator of Special Environ- 
mental Studies, said student 
attitude seems to be "why 
cut back when the govern- 
ment and oil companies are 
playing hanky-panky?" 
Have a drug problem? 
Call Karma, 352-2225. 
3rm&-m®m?&rBr8P&rw®r<tirarE?8rarm 
professor in physical educa- 
tion and recreation iPER). 
will conduct a coeducational 
cycling mini-course during 
spring quarter to provide 
basic bicycle touring knowl- 
Four states start rationing 
By The Associated Press 
Service stations in the 
nation's capital and four 
states started rationing 
gasoline Oregon-style 
yesterday Pennsylvania 
will go to a similar plan 
later this week, sources Mid 
Motorists appeared to be 
adapting well to rationing 
plans launched in 
Washington Massachusetts. 
New Jersey and the District 
of Columbia  But New York 
State had a few problems 
Right now the lines are 
exactly the way they were 
last week-about 65 cars 
long." said Mike Savage, an 
attendant at an Albany. 
N Y . Mobil station "I'm 
not going to stand out there 
and direct traffic If he 
wants to do it. he should 
make it a law." he said of 
Gov,   Malcolm  Wilson  and 
Religious seminar set 
Sister Patricia Cooney. 
head 01 the theology 
department at Marygrove 
College in Detroit, will 
discuss the psychology of 
religious development at 
" 30 tonight at the Newman 
('enter. 
While the talk is one in a 
series of a regular course 
for those interested in 
becoming certified religious 
education instructors in the 
Toledo Archdiocese, it is 
open to the public. 
STILL LOOKING FOR A 
PLACE TO LIVE THIS 
SUMMER & FALL? 
IF SO, STOP OUT TO HAVEN 
HOUSE MANOR AND CHECK 
OUT  WHY  WE  HAVE THE 
BEST   APARTMENTS    lr 
TOWN. 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS 
1163 NAPOLEAN RD. 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
352-9378 
OPEN 10-5 DAILY 
the state's voluntary plan 
The rationing plan is 
mandatory in New Jersey 
and Hawaii. 
The plan originated in 
Oregon It restricts gasoline 
sales on even-numbered 
days to motorists whose 
license plates end in even- 
numbered digits, and vice 
versa Generally, motorists 
whose plates bear letters 
instead of digits can get 
gasoline on odd days and 
out-of-stale motorists are 
exempted 
manner. 
Bicycle safety and main- 
tenance, food preparation 
and light weight camping 
will be covered in the one 
credit-hour. 100-level 
course 
Students will meet only 
once during the first week of 
the quarter for an orien- 
tation They will complete 
the course with a 25-mile 
ride and a weekend camp- 
out 
Cost for the course is 
$7 75 Students also should 
have at least a three-speed 
bicycle, sleeping bag. 
ground cloth, rain gear and 
small tools for bicycle 
repair 
For further information, 
contact Robert Beard, 372- 
0102 
UAO KICKS OFF MARDI GRAS 
WITH 
Sunday 
February 17 
Tickets- $4 reserved IICKets
-   $3 general 
Duke Ellington   and his 
Orchestra 
8 p.m. 
Grand 
Ballroom Union 
Union Ticket 
Available at:        office 
1st Floor Union 
i&yavsvs^sysysysysysysysyo^ 
YUbSDAY 
FAMILY 
$l.» 
Complete Steak Dinner 
4 'til close 
Ponderosa's famous $1.69 Family Steak Dinner 
with baked potato, crisp tossed salad and roll. 
All for just $1.29, every Tuesday from 4 o'clock on. 
PONDEftOSA STEAK BOUSE 
KLOTZ FLOWER 
i FARM 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY! 
Valentine Special Arrangement $5 99 
OR 
Terrarium Arrangement $2" 
Artificial Arrangements, plants, & gifts 
MAKE HER HAPPY! 
906 NAPOLEON ROAD 
VI 
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Grad student to direct thesis: 
adds atmospheric flourishes 
Preview by 
Mark Glover 
Tbe third production of the 
winter quarter by the Uni- 
versity Theatre will be the 
highly acclaimed translation 
of Moliere's "The School 
For Wives." 
The farce will be shown 
tomorrow through Sunday 
at the Joe E. Brown Theatre 
. in University Hall Curtain 
time for performances will 
beSp.m. 
"The School For Wives" 
has been shown on Broad- 
way in New York City where 
it received positive reviews 
from some of Gotham's 
stiffest critics. 
DIRECTING the up- 
coming production is 
Michael Poisson, graduate 
student. His work in 
directing the farce will 
determine part of his 
requirements     for     his 
master's degree in this 
annual Thesis Play. 
Poisson is preparing a 
number of unique additions 
to the Moliere work to re- 
create a 17th century atmos- 
phere in the theater. 
Plans include scenery of 
the period, costumed 
musicians playing music 
from the 17th century and a 
portion of the audience 
seated on stage dressed in 
ornate costumes from the 
Moliere period 
Moliere's work is com- 
parable to Shakespearean 
comedy as it deals with 
mistaken identity and com- 
plicated foolishness 
THE PLOT deals with the 
jealous Arnolphe. played by 
Scott Norris. senior (A&S). 
and his fear of having an un- 
faithful wife. In order to 
eliminate his worries. 
Arnolphe trains Agnes, 
played by Teresa Beckers. 
senior  (A&S),   from child- 
hood to be his loyal wife. 
The farce is complicated 
when Agnes falls in love 
with Horace, played by 
Richard Thompson, sopho- 
more IAISI In addition. 
Arnolphe asks the help of 
Horace in wooing Agnes, 
unaware of the situation that 
exists. 
A series of complications 
follows with an equally 
frantic conclusion. 
Other players in the pro- 
duction are Thomas Nei- 
heiser, sophomore (A&S). as 
Chrysolde; Tim Forrest, 
sophomore I A&S), as Alain; 
Jeanne Blum, senior (Ed), 
as Georgette; David Oil 
ronan, senior (Ed), as 
Oronte; Kevin Diels. fresh- 
man i A&S), as Enrique, and 
Brian Kiser, a graduate 
student (A&S), as a notary. 
COSTUMES for the pro- 
duction have been designed 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
i   FOLK & BLUES: TONITE! 9:30-12:30 
W,HROGER SCHMIDT 
• friendly prices • 
£mM\anf * us a^» * Court W St. » 
BACK BAR NOW OPEN WITH BUSCH ON DRAFT!        * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••It* 
UNMOUNTED PRINTS 
SALE PRICE *1.95 
Sale Ends Saturday, February 16 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Bldg. 
Bud Drinkers, can 
you figure this out? 
Suppose Hud. came in 2-1-oz. bottles that cost 50V apiece. And suppose the 
12-oz. bottles cost 25c each. A guy conies up to you carrying two boxes the 
same size. He tells you one box is full of 12-oz. bottles, the other is exactly 
half full of the 24-oz. bottles. One is worth more than the other. Which one? 
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by Theresa Bundick, a 
graduate student, and sets 
and lighting have been ar- 
ranged by C. Thomas John- 
son, graduate assistant. 
The box office for "The 
School For Wives" is open 
daily from 11 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m., and after 7 p.m. on 
performance evenings. Ad- 
mission is 25 cents for Uni- 
versity students with ID ,50 
cents for high school stu- 
dents and children and $1 50 
for non-student adults. 
There will be an open dis- 
cussion of the play immedi- 
ately following Thursday's 
performance. 
Out Solomon* Jr. Ut- 
turod to students lost 
night and demonstra- 
ted dance stop* at 
part of hit one wall 
workshop. On* of tho 
original mem bars of 
Boston's first modern 
dance company, Solo- 
mons' dance move- 
montt are shaped by 
his personality. Ho 
will present a concert 
at 8 Thursday night in 
the Grand Ballroom, 
Union. (Newsphoto 
by Gene J. Puskar) 
Trial-run courses available 
Yoga I and II. Future 
Shock. Collecting American 
Antiques and Beginning 
Folk Guitar are among the 
non-credit courses being 
offered this spring by the 
office of Continuing 
Education. 
Each quarter, Continuing 
Education offers new 
courses or repeats 
successful    ones    to    gain 
student reaction to 
experimental courses. 
Later, some of them may be 
introduced as regular full- 
credit courses. 
Course fees range from 
$15 to 150 Further 
information or registration 
for the courses may be made 
through the office of 
Continuing Education. 504 
Administration Bldg. 
For Your      ■* 
Valentine 
PRICES FOR B.G. AREA ONLY 
LONG STEM ROSES $12 
■i 
#1 GRADE MIXED AA 
CARNATIONS  ... $6 . 
Courses ineiudr Yoga I. a bcguming 
course r-overing bask- postures and auto 
r*layalKKi techniques Yoga II. advanced 
variation* of, yoga and meditation 
trrhniqur" 
Diet Workshop, designed to help one kite 
weight and plan a diet program with 
optional weekly eiernses 
Outdoor Education and Recreation 
Experience dealing with environmental 
investigation, outdoor education 
correlating the Outward Bound phlloaophy 
and culminating in a weekend ai Kelly's 
liland 
Kotk i.uiijr a bun- course slrnung 
reading music lingering tuning and banc 
■(rums Advanced Photography lor the 
person with some background in Mack and 
white photography thu course will include 
color slides high contrast black and while 
photography and special Hlecls and 
technical problemi 
ELECTRONIC KIT Building a course 
designed to leach conatructlon and wiring 
techniquei uf any electronics kit on the 
market. Collecting American Antiques 
which will provide (he beginning collector 
with a broad survey of the American 
decorative arts. 
Real Estate Finance covering mortgage 
loans purchaser investigation loan 
closing and completion of sales. Real 
Estate Principles and Practices II dealing 
with trends in ownership brokerjge and 
costsiruction and Real Estate Law 
discussing rights to ownership of real 
estate deeds land contracts and 
foreclosures 
Speed Reading stressing learning to 
read more rapidly and efficiently Career 
Life Planning for Woman a structured 
small group esperience used to eiamine 
educational and employment opportungies 
lor women 
Secretarial Review to include office 
skills such as bun new English secretarial 
office procedures refreshers in shorthand 
and dictation and is also a basic 
preparation course lor the Certified 
Profesaiosial Secretaries Examination. 
LANDS AND Peoples of the Middle 
East an introduction to these countries 
with information and analysis of their 
elfect on the energy crisis trouble spots of 
the area and cultural groups wilhin the 
region 
Eulure   Shock     Can   We   Survive   li 
designed   to evaluate   ihe   eilremes   of 
social physical and cultural change and 
man » atalit) u. adapt lo Shew) lur-kftg 
for a New Humanism a rears* that will 
eiamine the search lor identity through 
discussion topics such as science and 
religion fieedom death social action and 
spiritual discipliae 
Beginning Conversational French, a 
basic course stressing i practical 
knowledge of French vocabulary and 
eipretstom Spanish for Spanish Amen 
cans lor the Spanish-American who 
speaks Spanish but who wishes to improve 
his ability in spelling basic 
correspondence forms as well as 
commercial and office vocabulary and 
managemeni in Spanish 
ImOK You re OK What s It All About* 
a sem mar -discuss ion-read ings type course 
which examines the best selling book s 
ideas on transartranal analysis 
Organic Gardening How to Do It to 
cover basic gardening techniques without 
ihe use of chemical fertilisers and 
pesticides and Foraging Finding Wild 
Plants That Are l»ood to Eat with an 
emphasis on getting back lo nature and 
discovering the wild foods that abound 
here while learning how to collect 
identify prepare and preserve these foods 
02 GRADE 
CARNATIONS .$4.50.*. 
(Smaller grade) 
TERRARIUMS ... $5 &uP 
$10 AMARYLLIS BULBS WITH DUTCH PLANTER.... 
PLANTERS 
ARRANGEMENTS 
Fill DILIVI*Y IN B.O.I 
_        MYLES 
ft    FLOWERS      1 
i% 109 CLAY ST. 1, 
IJg,       BOWLING GREEN Jgf 
> S| 352-2002 t 353-2802 "\ 
the friendly family 
restaurants 
Remember Your Valentine\ 
With a Personal Gift 
Sportswear 
Sleepwear 
Lingerie 
Accessories 
Jewelry 
Misc. Gift Items 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge 
FAMOUS FOODS 
TUESDAY 
PANCAKES 
ALL YOU CAN EAT $1.10 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
ALL THE CHICKEN 
YOU CAN EAT 
Choice of salad 
& potato 
$2.49 
SOUTH 
SIDE 
SIX 
CAINS POTATO CHIPS 
REG. 79c —NOW  59C 
1 CAL. SUGAR FREE 
DIET PEPSI 99c 
plus deposit 
737 S. MAIN —352-8639 
OSEA 
BIG MEETING 
WED. FEB. 13 
7:30 P.M. 
WAYNE ROOM, UNION 
DR. DOELLINGER - SPEAKER 
All Ed. Majors Welcome 
Tuesday, February 12,6974, Th* BG Maws/Pot* 5 
University upholds energy use level 
By Carl Remeasky 
Stall Reporter 
Figures released yes- 
terday at the Task Force on 
Energy Conservation 
meeting show that the 
energy crisis has done little 
to dent the University's 
energy consumption. 
The figures, released by J. 
Claude Scheuerman. vice 
president (or operations, 
compare projected 1973-1974 
figures with actual 1972-1973 
usage data. This year's elec- 
tricity and water and 
sewage consumption will 
rise, while the use ol coal 
and gas is projected to drop, 
according to his figures 
Inflation has forced a rise 
In cost of all energy sources 
used    by    the    University 
except natural gas. which is 
projected to cost the Uni- 
versity $5,000 less than last 
year. 
"We really have done well 
to hold the consumption 
down to the level we have so 
far. considering the average 
temperature is about eight 
degrees lower than last 
year," Scheuerman said 
Charles Codding, assistant 
director of the Office of 
Buildings and Facilities, at- 
tributed the rise in 
electrical consumption to 
colder weather 
"There is a lot of elec- 
trical heatuu on campus 
Many old bandings that are 
renovated have a lot of elec- 
trical heat in them," he 
said 
The Task Force also dis- 
Whilf working on het oil painting, Marlene 
Rellinger junior (Ed.), decides where her next 
stroke of painl should be placed. (Newsphoto by 
Gene J. Puskar) 
PER to offer cycling 
Robert   Beard,   assistant      edge in a "practical and fun 
professor in physical educa-     manner. 
tion and recreation (PER), 
will conduct a coeducational 
cycling mini-course during 
spring quarter to provide 
basic bicycle touring knowl- 
Four states start rationing 
By The Associated Press 
Service stations in the 
nation's capital and four 
states started rationing 
gasoline Oregon-style 
yesterday Pennsylvania 
will go to a similar plan 
later this week, sources said 
Motorists appeared to be 
adapting well to rationing 
plans launched in 
Washington. Massachusetts. 
New Jersev and (ho District 
of Columbia  But New York 
State had a few problems 
Right now the lines are 
exactly the way they were 
last week-about 65 cars 
long.'" said Mike Savage, an 
attendant at an Albany. 
N Y . Mobil station "I'm 
not going to stand out there 
and direct traffic If he 
wants to do it. he should 
make it a law." he said of 
(iov   Malcolm  Wilson  and 
Religious seminar set 
Sister Patricia Cooney 
head ol the theology 
department at Marygtove 
College in Detroit, will 
discuss the psychology of 
religious development at 
7 30 tonight at the Newman 
tenter. 
While the talk is one in a 
series of a regular course 
for those interested in 
becoming certified religious 
education instructors in the 
Toledo Archdiocese, it is 
open to the public 
STILL LOOKING FOR A 
PLACE TO LIVE THIS 
SUMMER & FALL? 
IF SO, STOP OUT TO HAVEN 
HOUSE MANOR AND CHECK 
OUT WHY  WE  HAVE  THE 
BEST   APARTMENTS   li 
TOWN. 
F*o5'H^*K*ci$/ri3PI5^^ 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS 
,nr^.r^.itt,it\.rtartart<a^lrs^li^arsamfBtnl 
1163 NAPOLEAN RD. 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
352-9378 
OPEN 10-5 DAILY 
the state's voluntary plan 
The rationing plan is 
mandatory in New Jersey 
and Hawaii 
The plan originated in 
Oregon It restricts gasoline 
sales on even-numbered 
days to motorists whose 
license plates end in even- 
numbered digits, and vice 
versa Generally, motorists 
whose plates bear letters 
instead of digits can get 
gasoline on odd days and 
out-of-state motorists are 
exempted. 
Bicycle safety and main- 
tenance, food preparation 
and light weight camping 
will be covered in the one 
credit-hour. 100-level 
course. 
Students will meet only 
once during the first week of 
the quarter for an orien- 
tation They will complete 
the course with a 25-mile 
ride and a weekend camp- 
out. 
Cost for the course is 
$7.75 Students also should 
have at least a three-speed 
bicycle, sleeping bag. 
ground cloth, rain gear and 
small tools for bicycle 
repair. 
For further information, 
contact Robert Beard. 372- 
0102. 
TULS3AY 
FAMILY 
$L2t 
Complete Steak Dinner 
4 'til close 
Ponderosa s famous $1.69 Family Steak Dinner 
with baked potato, crisp tossed salad and roll. 
All for just $1.29, every Tuesday from 4 o'clock on. 
PONDEROSA STEAK SOUSE 
<• -12 oz. CMS OF STRAWBERRY ORANGE 
OR GRAPE CRUSH WiTrt TME PuRCHASfc 
of AS3.90 riZzAOO.Teiws oAmoRe) 
TONIGHT 
5 PfW-Ml DIM lit 
Toy°uril°«ror'in11i«Stor*. Mortiy'nrMtrh. NoCMp«n*. 
MHMft 
looHS.mMrJ TU.3K-7S7I 
cussed ideas on how to 
decrease energy usage Sug- 
gestions ranged from 
turning down thermostats to 
shutting down facilities 
completely when not in use. 
"There are two ways to 
cut down on energy: either 
knit-pick in a lot of areas or 
take a big chunk out of one 
or two areas," George 
Scherff. associate professor 
of Industrial Education and 
Technology and Task Force 
chairman, said. 
Scheuerman said he hopes 
the University's energy con- 
sumption will be cut 10 per 
cent next year. 
"If prices continue to 
climb and energy con- 
sumption continues to rise at 
the present rate, operating 
money    will    become    a 
Sartre series continues 
The Sartre symposium continues tonight with a lecture by 
Dr. Ramona Cormier, professor of philosophy 
Her talk, entitled "Can One Escape Bad Faith'?" will be 
at8:15 pm. in 115 Education Bldg 
A 4 p.m. lecture tomorrow in 105 Hanna Hall will feature 
tapes ol conversations with Sartre Fr Wilfrid Desan. 
philosophy professor at Georgetown University will conduct 
the presentation. 
The film "Dirty Hands" will close the three-day 
symposium at 8:15 tomorrow night in 115 Education Bldg. 
The dialogue will be in French with English subtitles. 
problem." Scheuerman 
said 
The cost of energy last 
year was $1,647,202. The pro- 
jected 1974-1975 figure is 
$1,703,068. even with the 10 
per cent cutback 
"It wouldn't surprise me 
if 10 per cent of the energy 
used is simply wasted. I've 
walked through buildings at 
night where one lab with two 
kids in it was the only room 
being used." Scherff said. 
He also said any new 
expansion would be unjusti- 
fied, pointing out the Uni- 
versity's    enrollment    has 
leveled off at 15.000. 
"The energy crisis could 
be a factor in holding down a 
planned rise in room and 
board rates If students 
would try to be con- 
scientious with their use of 
energy it could matter in 
how big the increase Is," 
Scheuerman said 
Nancy Miller, adminis- 
trator of Special Environ- 
mental Studies, said student 
attitude seems to be "why 
cut back when the govern- 
ment and oil companies are 
playing hanky-panky?" 
Have a drug problem? 
Call Karma, 352-2225. 
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UAO KICKS OFF MARDI GRAS 
WITH 
Duke Ellington   and his 
Orchestra Sunday 
February 17 
$4 reserved 
8 p.m. 
Grand 
Ballroom 
Available at: 
Union Ticket 
Office 
1st Floor Union 
KLOTZ FLOWER 
FARM 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY! 
Valentine Special Arrangement $5"       m 
OR JsP^ 
Terrarium Arrangement $2" 
Artificial Arrangements, plants, & gifts 
MAKE HER HAPPY! 
906 NAPOLEON ROAD 353-3911    353-8381 
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SHOP THIS WEIK 
Froat Ike 
Handbill 
D.IUiftd To 
Yoir Door 
If Vfl DidV t 6*1 
Yo»r Copy Alk 
Far Out At 
Tin  Slort Office 
Coffee hours-international flavor 
By Bonnie Hifford 
Kenya, France, Japan, 
Germany, Nigeria, Lebanon, 
Spain, the Carribean, India- 
sound like one of those 
package tours your travel 
agent arranges for you? 
Wrong. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 2-4p.m. you 
could meet people from any 
of these countries, and 
others as well. 
Where' At the Inter- 
national Coffeehouse in the 
International Lounge, 16 
Williams Hall 
The coffeehouse was 
created last winter to ac- 
quaint international 
students with American 
students, and Americans 
with the international 
students. Each week a dif- 
ferent cultural group 
sponsors the event. There is 
coffee of course, and often 
some kind of pastry or food 
native to the international 
group. Background music 
sets the mood. 
THE   ATMOSPHERE   is 
strictly   international.   The 
Class to study Canada 
Three new courses will be offered spring quarter by the 
history department. 
Without prerequisites are Industrialization and 
Hadicalism in England, 1760-1848 and Topics in Canadian 
History. 
The course on England will examine the consequences of 
industrialization on traditional society: English 
aristocracy, liberalism, the radical underground and 
unionization. 
Canadian History will include a look at colonization, 
imperial rivalry and confederation. 
Also new is Topics in German History Since 1918, which 
involves a program of individual readings 
History 153 is a prerequisite for this course. 
Ethnic impact courses 
to center on minorities 
walls of the lounge are lined 
with potters from all over 
the world. Foreign papers, 
magazines and newsletters 
are available for anyone to 
read. Mimeographed sheets 
list international events, 
parties and dinners on and 
off campus. 
And of course, there are 
people. Introduce yourself, 
get to know one of the 
foreign students. Talk about 
whatever comes to you- 
fashion, politics, campus life 
or the weather. Most 
foreigners are eager to 
listen and find out more 
about you. 
If you prefer, you can sit 
back, sip your coffee and 
listen. A group here is dis- 
cussing U.S. economy, over 
there it's the leak in the roof 
of an apartment, and there a 
group is laughing over 
someone's broken nose in an 
unfortunate      "t raying" 
accident. 
"So how much longer do 
you have to go?" 
"ONE MORE quarter. 
Then I'll be finished I could 
be done at the end of tali 
quarter, but I want to split It 
up into two quarters." 
"Bat why?" 
"I want to see the spring 
here." 
Does It cost anything to go 
to one of these coffee- 
houses'' No. Just a few 
minutes of your time. There 
Is no charge, but donations 
are accepted and go to the 
ethnic group sponsoring that 
week's event. 
Orienteering course 
to use compasses, map 
Anyone for a game of orienteering? 
The sport, which has Infiltrated the United States from 
Scandinavia, will be taught by the Physical Education and 
Recreation department spring quarter. 
The game involves taking a map and compass in hand to 
chart the players' way over an unknown route. Tne player 
who finishes with the fastest time wins. 
Jogging is done at the beginning of the course to gel 
participants in shape. 
The course Is listed as PER 100. 
Four new courses will be 
offered spring quarter by 
the Ethnic Studies depart- 
ment covering different 
facets of minority lifestyles 
and their impact on society. 
All are offered for four 
hours of credit. 
Contemporary Black Fine 
Arts, instructed by Kay 
Campbell. graduate 
assistant, will focus on 
Black art forms and artists 
omitted from traditional 
American art studies. The 
study will include historical 
background, movements and 
philosophies of African art 
and Afro-American Artists. ' 
INSTRUCTOR Leroy T 
Williams will conduct 
Ghetto Economics, which 
will study the effects of the 
present urban economic 
system on the lives of inner- 
city residents, from 
sociological, political and 
cultural perspectives. 
THl riMISI MEDICAL CAW 
AT THE lomsi rtias 
FOUASAFIllGAlOttlDAT 
ICC  StfYkes80O-523-530(U 
personal 
Give her u sinking 
sterling creation by 
leonore DosLow. With a 
monogram thai soys it's 
her And hers alone. 
Brocelet    *1250 
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       » 7.50 
Klevers 
Jewelry 
125 N. MAIN 
353-6691 
Black Reporting will be 
taught by Ethnic Studies 
instructor Wayne Graham. 
Designed to acquaint 
students with inner-city and 
reporting methods, it will be 
a practical look into these 
areas. The course will 
include field trips to urban 
areas and presentations by 
practicing reporters. 
Angela Serna. assistant 
director of Personal 
Services, will conduct the 
Chicano and American 
Society The course is 
designed to study the 
influence of Chicanos on 
U.S. history 
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CAMPUSCALENDAR 
Tuesday, February 1J, 1»74 
SUMMER JOBS 
Guys & Oils needed lor summer 
employment Jt National Pi'kt. 
Pr hvate C»mpj. Owde Ranches and 
Ra)tOrls throughout the ngtliort 
Over 50.000 students aided each 
V«ar For FREE information on 
sludant assistance program tend 
sell add'••tM STAMPED enve- 
lope to Opportunity Research. 
Oepi SJO SS Fiathead Dnv« 
Kahspetl. MT 59901 
VOU MUST APPLY EARLY 
Manufacturing Laboratory Shop facilities such as 
woodworking, metal working, equipment etc. will be 
open to all students for Independent work Must 
provide own materials and safety glasses with side 
shields Thursday, 6 p.m. • 10 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. - 3 
p.m. Rm. 124 Technology Building 
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS Open photography 
lab is for all interested members of toe campus 
community. You must supply your own photographic 
paper. A fee of $.50 will cover the cost of chemicals 
each session. Room 232 Technology Building 
Wednesdays 12 Noon - 5 p.m Mondays 6-10 p.m. 
Technical assistance will be available. 
The Rink Rats will meet tonight at 7 00 p.m. in 212 
Hayes Hall.  
The BGSU Karate Club will hold a practice session 
tonight from 6-8 p.m. in 201 Hayes. 
The Sociology Undergraduate Interest Group will hold 
a meeting today at 500 p.m. in the Perry Room of the 
Union 
HOSpl 
Ty?i 
IUDES 
RWers needed to/from 
St. Louis, Feb 15/18 469- 
am  
Heading West. Rider 
needed, share gas Call 
»M4»Uafter5:00 
Ride needed to and/or 
from Washington D.C.. 
Baltimore, or Fairfax, 
area « spring break - Call 
Chris. 372-4302.  
LOST AND POUND 
Black lur lined men's 
gloves lost at Library. 
Reward offered Call 
Richard 2-M4S  
Lost 1972 Bryan High 
School Class Ring. 
Initials inside RLB. Call 
172-1510 
HELP WANTED 
Photo Models, females 
full or part time. work. 
Write c o Models. P.O. 
Box M4. Fostoria 44830 
MEN!-WOMEN! JOBS 
ON SHIPS! No experi- 
ence required Excellent 
pay Worldwide travel. 
Perfect summer Job or 
career.   Sand   11.08 for 
information SEAFAX. 
Dept 6-K. P O Box 2049. 
Port Angeles. Washing- 
ton 98382.  
wsi Senior Ufesaver • 
Luckey Quarry Pt. time 
year round Job oppt. plus 
living space on premises. 
8U-2701. weekends only 
WANTED 
3 Males need roommate 
for spring. House across 
from campus. 165 mo 
352-7221  
Person needed to share 
apt. in Thurstin Manor, 
call John al 352-9219 
Needed: one female to 
sublease apt. spring qtr. 
858/ month. 3524881 
F. rmml to sublease I 
bed. apt. spring Close to 
campus 885 mo. Please 
oil 351-0741.  
2 girls need female room- 
mates fall quarter; 
phone 381-0288  
SERVICES OTTERED. 
Experienced Typist. 
Theses, dissertations. 
aaythsng. 353-1802   ' 
Abortion Information 
Service. Clinic very close 
to area 1-24 week preg- 
nancy terminated by 
licensed certified gyne- 
cologist Immediate 
arrangements will be 
made with no hassle. Call 
collect 24 hour service. 
216-6311557  
ABORTIONS: Safe. 
Indiv care: from 8100 
For appl. dial clinic 
direct at (202) 785-3581- 
3650 or 12021 833-3813-3814 
DC. FAMILY 
MEDICAL CENTER 
INC. 91»-18th St., N.W. 
Ste 121 Washington DC. 
Across   from    Doctor's 
Iiltal. 
rig Done   All kinds 
171-1784 before 8 p.m. 
EMPA 3524238 Preg- 
nancy aid M 11-1; TWR 
8:30-9:30; FI4  
For your PHOTO- 
GRAPHIC needs; Por 
traits, passports, appli- 
cations and etc. 
Weissbrod Studio 123 W. 
Wooster Ph 354-9041 
PERSONALS  
All interested men 4 
women! Don't miss Phi 
Kappa Psi Brother k 
Little Sis Rush from 8-10 
tonight.  
TV EarthWatch - new 
evening course for 
spring. Includes TV 
program viewed at home 
and Stud, projects on 
broad topic of environmt. 
3 credit hrs. indep study 
For info, contact Experi- 
mental Stud . 540 Educ.. 
22256  
ADPi Pledges. Thank 
you for that early 
Candlelight Breakfast. It 
was very elegant Lid. 
ADPi Actives.  
'Kui' Is it true that all 
JEEP'S have 4 wheel 
drive'  
Valentine Shoppers 
Savings -10% off every 
thing at Vatan's thru 
Feb 14  
Big Mama - I'm happy to 
be a part of your family. 
Love. Little Kim 
Pikes: The Xi's were 
crusin. now we're brusin. 
let the good times roll 
Thanks. Xi's.  
Do you have problems 
arranging your schedule? 
Have you complained 
about registration? 
Would yqu like to help 
others? If you are inter- 
ested in working on a 
Student Service regis- 
tration committee 
contact Betsy A. 
Forsythe or call Virginia 
Ackerman after S al 372- 
4502.  
Valentine Day Tee's and 
U-Trow. Print your own 
at The Den  
Jan. Thanks for two 
beautiful years. Tom. 
Peace Corps Vista Ap- 
plication deadline for 
summer training 
programs is March 1. 
Call Paige Alan Parker. 
352-3483  
Lil Sisses - Saturday's 
breakfast was the 
greatest! Thanks a 
million. The Brothers of 
Phi Kappa Psi.  
Phi Psi Pledges - You 
lived through one lineup. 
Get psyched for the rest. 
The Brothers  
FOR SALE 
Pioneer. JBL stereo 
equipment. 4 months old. 
372-5451 Excellent price 
VOX Super Continental 
Organ for sale. Fantastic 
condition 382-0352 after 
5:00. Amp alto.  
Slae 10/12 coats, clothes 
aad stall for sale. Great 
condition 352-0352. 
Ampeg amp. 2 cabinets. - 
4 twelves la tack. Bread 
new 200 watts, covers, 
wheels incl. List 1805 
Will sell for 8850 1-385- 
8821 or 1-382-0861 after 
7:00p.m. 
1871   MGB Two tops. 
radio. exce lent 
condition. Ph 1802 
Mil ■Urn-,i. 352-8387 
Conn flattop acoustic 
guitar with removable 
De Armond pick up and 
hard shell lined case. 3 
mo. old Only 8)00. Call 
Mike Smith 372-5820. 
Speakers:    pair,    JBL 
Century L-100's. ultra 
blue pilles.' t mo old. 
lifetime warranty. 352 
6733. 
Hart skis. 195 cm, Lange 
boots size 10'i. Scott 
poles -3100 Call 354-0305 
FOR RENT 
Empty Apartment* Will -. 
rent my furniture, cheap 
Call 3S2-0SU fat arrrtge 
ments. •' • * • 
Cherry Hill Village Apt 
complex now leasing, 
summer and fall 1874-75 
Call 352-6248 for rental 
info 
Preferred Properties 
Apts. Ii house I for rent 
Summer A Fall Call 352- 
8378 for rtaullnto.    • 
1 harm. apt. unfurn . air. 
3130 mo . till June. 352 
411leveninga. 
NOW LEASING 
NEWLOVE 
APARTMENTS 
Nice two bedroom apart-. 
ments for four students. 
Big closets, carpeting 
throughout, good 
locations. Apartment 
buildings located at 521 
East Merry and 814 Sixth 
Street. Phone 383-7381 for 
farther m/ormatio. 
Are you possessed by demons ? 
Tuesday. Hbeuory 1J, W4, The M N.ws/*»B» 7 
Students react to devilish idea 
By Mlckael Mitre 
Have you been swearing a 
lot lately, guzzling more 
than your fair share ol suds 
at the local pub. being nasty 
to your friends, putting off 
doing your laundry or 
misspelling words in your 
themes? 
If so. take heed! Maybe 
the devil is making vou do 
it! 
Now that Warner Bros 
has turned William Peter 
Blatty's best-selling novel. 
"The Kxorcist." into a high- 
powered film, the theory of 
demonir possession is 
gaining on Watergate, 
impeachment, the energy 
crisis and space travel as a 
popular topic for leisurely- 
conversation. 
The idea of an evil spirit 
or demon entering and 
seizing control of a person's 
body has brought mixed 
reactions from University 
students. 
Mark Chadwick. junior 
IA&S). says he does not 
believe in demonic 
possession,     labeling     the 
phenomenon as a osychol- 
ogical rather than physical 
malady. 
"If a person thinks he's 
possessed, then it's his own 
mind controlling him. not a 
demon." he remarked. 
FRAN DOTY, senior 
(A&S). admits she has not 
read the novel or seen the 
film version of the "The 
Exorcist." Concerning 
demonic possesion. she said, 
"The whole thing seems so 
absurd to me, I don't really 
know if I would believe it or 
not. I guess if you don't 
believe in Cod. you might 
bel ieve in possession.'' 
Asked if he thought people 
could be possessed by 
demons Michael Hinders, 
senior lA&St. laughed and 
said. "Sure All my friends 
are." 
Peggy Bunce. junior 
iB.A. i. responded much 
more seriously, stating. "I 
don't believe there's such a 
thing as the devil, and if 
there isn'l a devil, how could 
he possess anyone''" 
Frances    Drag,    senior 
Ellington to perform 
Pole 
pilots 
A color print similar to this high contrast photograph 
entitled "Pole Pilots" won honorable mention for Joseph 
G. Glick, senior (B.A.). The color photograph was 
entered, ip the Ohio Newt Photographers Association 
contest in the industrial color photograph catagory. 
Composer, writer, 
musician and orchestra 
leader    Kdward     Kennedy 
Duke" Ellington and his 
orchestra will present a 
concert at 8 p.m. Sunday in 
the Grand Ballroom. Cnion 
A legend in his own time. 
Ellington has composed 
more than 5.000 original 
works including "Take the 
A' Train." "Perdido. ' 
"Satin Doll" and "Mood 
Indigo " 
He has been named top big 
band leader and top ar- 
ranger-composer by Down- 
beat magazine's inter- 
national critics poll, and top 
band leader and top song- 
writer-composer by Play- 
boy's All-Star Jazz and Pop 
Poll 
lit addition to honorary 
degrees from 10 colleges and 
universities. Ellington holds 
the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom, the highest 
civilian award in the I'nited 
States 
Tickets are $3 for general 
admission and $4 for general 
reserved, available at the 
Union Ticket Office. They 
will also be sold at the door 
His appearance is 
sponsored by the Union 
Activities Office. 
'H A  i. disagrees 
"Christian spirits have 
made their presence known 
throughout recorded appear- 
ances, so it's about time that 
evil spirits made their 
presence known, too. 
"THERE HAVE been 
incidents of demon 
possession and exorcism not 
revealed to the public until 
recently." she said 
Several incidents have 
occured in Cleveland 
According to the Jan. 26 
edition of the Cleveland 
Press, exorcisms to drive 
demons out of the bodies of a 
man and two women were 
performed in that city In the 
1920s and late 1960s 
Records kept by the 
Catholic Diocese of 
Cleveland confirm an 
exorcism performed there 
in the 1920s upon which the 
diocese declines to 
comment. 
During the late 1960s, Don 
Basham. an ordained 
Christian Church minister, 
said he saw a man and a 
woman successfully undergo 
the rites of exorcism. It was 
only a short time later that 
he himself performed an 
exorcism on a woman in his 
hometown of Pompano 
Beach. Fla 
According to the Cleve- 
land Press, Basham. using 
the techniques he observed 
at the Cleveland exorcisms. 
drove a total of 22 demons 
out of a woman named 
Stella, commanding the evil 
spirits to leave her body In 
the name of Jesus Christ. 
Steve Wilson, sophomore 
(B.A. I, apparently isn't 
impressed with the alleged 
evil-doings in Cleveland. 
"I DON'T believe in 
demon possession because I 
don't think that demons 
exist." he said. "I mean. 
I've never seen anything to 
convince me that there are 
demons." 
Madonna Couturier, 
senior (B.A), says she 
thinks demonic possession is 
purely psychological. 
"I don't believe in demons 
possessing people, but, then 
again. 1 don't know all the 
world's secrets, either But, 
I happen to think it's all in 
the mind," she explained. 
if you believe in demons, 
then I guess possession 
could be a very real thing for 
you," she added. 
"I haven't seen The 
Exorcist' yet. but I think if a 
person feels he possessed, 
then he is," said Jan 
Claudio,     junior     (Ed.). 
"I'm not sure there are 
little demons running 
around, but if a person 
believes there are. the 
demons really do exist for 
him," she said. 
Sue White, junior (Ed). 
said she isn't absolutely sure 
whether    i r    not    demons 
exist, but tends to blame a 
person's belief that he or she 
is possessed on the 
imagination. 
"IT'S HARD to say." she 
said, "but I don't believe 
there are really demons. I 
think there are just 
overactive imaginations." 
Sue Webb, junior (Ed.), 
thinks toe idea of demonic 
possession is absurd. 
"No, I don't believe that 
there are demons running 
around," she declared. "If a 
person thinks he's 
possessed, then he's just 
loony upstairs." 
One female student, who 
asked not to be identified, 
said she thinks people who 
claim to be possessed are 
merely hobbling around on a 
mental crutch. 
"People who claim to be 
possessed simply have a 
poor self-concept and use 
demons or evil spirits or evil 
spirits as an excuse for their 
own shortcomings," she 
said 
"Personally. I don't 
believe in the devil, but I 
guess a superstitious person 
would." she added. 
Another female student, 
who asked not to disclose 
her name, said, ' No, I don't 
believe in demonic 
possession, but I really don't 
have a reason. 
"I guess it's just that I 
don't believe In demons." 
she said 
TKE furniture loss uninsured 
In the wake of a fire which 
caused SSO.OOO damage to 
their house, members of the 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
fraternity are working to 
recover from their losses 
The house, which is owned 
by the University, is covered 
by an insurance policy the 
University has for property. 
But that policy is a $35,000 
deductible policy, meaning 
the University could pay as 
much as $18,000 to $35,000 
for repairs, said Carl 
Peschel. of the Alumni 
House. He added that the 
amount the University pays 
depends on the cost of 
repairs 
The Jan. 3 fire gutted the 
three lounges and the dining 
room on the first floor and 
caused extensive smoke 
damage on the second floor. 
Although the University 
owns the house, it is 
responsible     only     for 
Honorary banquet set 
Phi Eta Sigma, honorary for freshmen men, will hold its 
annual winter banquet and a short business meeting at 6:30 
p.m. Feb. 19 at Kaufman's Restaurant 
All men who received an induction invitation will be 
initiated at that time. 
Anyone who would like information about late acceptance 
or would like to know if he is eligible should call J. Richard 
Knaggs. 352-8234. or see Tom Melecki. 326 Rodgers 
Qu adrangle.  
University-owned property, 
such as dining room 
furniture. 
THE TKEi bought new 
furniture for the house 
without realizing their 
insurance policy, which 
expired last spring, failed to 
cover these new belongings 
Consequently, the 
fraternity lost lamps, two 
couches and a bar, all of 
which were on the houses 
ground level. 
Bob Wallace, senior 
(B.A.i and temporary 
resident at Howard 
Johnson's Motor Lodge 
along with 17 other TKE 
members, explained the 
personal losses the brothers 
incurred from the fire. 
"Most of the brothers only 
needed to wash their 
clothes, which werg soiled 
because of the smoke, and 
all of them have personal 
insurance policies that 
cover their other losses." he 
said 
Wallace said his stereo 
and television were ruined 
by smoke 
Men's leadership honorary 
taps nine student members 
Duke Ellington 
Scheduling troubles? 
Any senior who is having 
trouble scheduling job inter- 
views at the Career 
Planning and Placement 
Center may fill out a survey 
at the center indicating what 
day and time would be 
better for interviews. 
Interview hours are 11:30 
a.m.-12:30 p.m Thursday 
for business and liberal arts 
majors and 4:30 pm.-5:30 
p.m. Thursday for education 
majors 
Many Seniors have had 
trouble scheduling inter- 
views during those times, 
according to James 
Galloway. Career Planning 
and Placement director. 
Galloway said he hopes 
interview times more 
convenient for students can 
be set up when survey 
results are known 
Nine students and one 
faculty member were 
tapped for Omicron Delta 
Kappa, national men's 
leadership honorary. 
The students received 
their notices at 6:30 a.m. 
this morning. 
Dr. Russell Decker, pro- 
fessor of legal studies, was 
selected by the honorary. 
STUDENTS named to the 
organization were: 
John Bowen, senior 
(B.A.). He received the 
Harshman-Cheek Award in 
1972. has been on the 
lacrosse team three years 
and has been vice president 
of the Undergraduate 
Alumni Association. 
Bartley Hayden, senior 
(Ed.). He has received four 
varsity letters for soccer 
and was voted the team's 
most improved player in 
1973. 
Fred Hoffman, junior 
(B.A.). He is vice president 
of the Student Body Organi- 
zation (SBO). Inter!rater 
nity Council's representa- 
tive to Panhellenic Council 
and a budget sub-council 
member. 
LARRY Imely, junior 
(Ed). He is on Traffic 
Court, has held office in his 
fraternity and is a member 
of the history honorary. 
John Pitman, senior 
(B.A.). He is on the execu- 
tive committee of the 
College of Business Admin- 
istration, has a two-year 
assistantship in the finance 
department and has played 
intramurals. 
Ken Rose, senior (AfcS). 
He has been chairman of the 
chemistry students' 
advisory board, has won a 
book scholarship for three 
years and a chemistry assis- 
tantship for three years. 
GARY Sterle. senior 
(B.A.). He is a member of 
the business administration 
and economics honorarles. 
president of the Student In- 
vestment Fund organization 
and a marketing, club 
member. 
Harold Wehrer. senior 
iA&S). He has won a two- 
year AFROTC scholarship, 
is an executive officer in his 
battalion   and   is   listed   in 
"Who's  Who  in   American 
Colleges and Universities." 
Larry Whlteleather, 
senior i A&S i He Is 
coordinator of cultural 
affairs with SBO. and has 
been chairman of the Union 
Activities organization's 
performing arts committee. 
Poetry reading 
Siv Cederlng Fox will read 
poetry at 8:15 tonight in HI 
South Hall 
Fox recently published 
three poetry books including 
a book of American Indian 
poetry she translated into 
Swedish. 
Her writings have 
appeared in magazines and 
anthologies. She was visiting 
professor at the University 
of Massachusetts last fall. 
Sponsored by the Creative 
Writing Program, the 
reading is free and open to 
the public. 
NASSAU 
GOUAO 
wm\ 17 - 24 
','30 SEATS AVAILABLE 
SIGN UP IN UA0 0F5CE 
Remember Valentine's Day! 
With Flowers 
8U.hr 
loturrhouBf 
\ 
428 W Wooster St     -'\-- 
353-1045 ^SSET 
ATTENTION! 
f ALL ACTIVE SORORITY SISTERS,. 
BE AT YOUR HOUSES 
BY 5:30 P.M. 
Feb. 13, 1974! 
LOVE, THE GREEK 
PLEDGES 
If you're rolling cigarettes 
like you've got 5 thumbs. 
well give you a hand. 
Ne Hie re   ,,.l<nf   I,.. 
fl '«••   (l.mi.   •■( 
No *<•>•   itching 
tegeih.r 3 papen 
■>"■   hoping   thai 
•    I***!*   .Oil,", 
■**r do" i spin 
ope-  dfain   With e : 
,o- 'ON   I 
'e-z wider 
/ ^4T~f     *•■»• the •nVlMl H.flh 
~ 'l j quwMy.  il.w bwflwKf 
;       »•*•>'  «f sje-ble wi.ih 
Try M  wnler ■•■•'■  They'** 
big ene-uah ie r*w •"'» l'<l" •-<• 
double width paper 
U.J. has what you want! 
> Largest Selection of Health Foods in B.Q. 
• Acadamy  Bakery Products 
■ Natural, Non- Preservative Broad 
Fresh every Thursday 
• Complete lint of Bicycles * Accessories 
• Expert Bicycle Repair „   _ 
.St 
'© 
H.olth Food. . Sport Cy.l.ry . Shirt Shack 
115 West Merry Street Corner of Merry I H. Main 
Bowfini Green, Ohio 43402 
Telephonei 352-9157 
Where the 
Glass is Greener 
Big Mouth from 
Mickey's Malt Liquor 
PARTY BUS TO FLORIDA 
SPRING BREAK 
NO HIGH GAS EXPENSES, DRIVING, 
HASSLES, OR CRAMPED CONDITIONS. 
CHARTERED BUS BY BGSU STUDENTS 
ROUND TRIP FROM B.G. TO FT. LAUDER- 
DALE ONLY $60. PER PERSON. RESER- 
VATIONS ON FIRST COME • FIRST SERVE 
BASIS. DEADLINE FEB. 23, 1974. Call 
352-6480 
>av 
- FEATURING - 
•MLk^Ji 
Char  Broiled  Steaks  awl 
Chops 
Full Coarse  Family  Din 
ear 
It VARIETIES 
PANCAKES & WAFFLES 
Open Ties thru Sat. 7:3M 
Sundays 7:3*-1:N 
^ftifvlv 412 EAST WOOSTER \,       BANQUET ROOM 
■V 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
\mm 
"iNKSTONE 
BGSU's literary magazine 
wants a part of you 
Poems 
Stories 
Photos 
Artwork 
Deadline: 15 February 
Send to INKSTONE, English Department. Be 
sure to include your name and campus ad- 
dress. 
Skaters split with scrappy Buckeyes 
By Mirk Glover 
Assistant Sports Editor 
(Ol.l MBl'S-There was a lot of talk circulating around 
Hue-key-eland when the Falcon hockey crew breezed onto the 
Ohio State campus last weekend 
Hushed whispers about "the unofficial hockey 
championship of Ohio" and 'we're gonna show those 
northern farmers could be heard among partisan Buckeye 
[am who were eager to settle the issue of which team really 
Ml the best 
\ltcr the talk subsided and the dust cleared, about the 
onlj difference one could discern between BG and OSU was 
that one wore orange and the other wore red 
The two-game series here ended the way it did in 
I aln.nland- a split The Falcons (16-151 look last Fridays 
encounter. 3-2. and the Bucks rallied to win last Saturday's 
contest. 4 2  In January. BG won 4-3 while OSU countered 
with a 5-4 triumph at the Ice Arena. Both games went into 
overtime. • 
THE SERIES opened last Friday with aggressive action 
that has become commonplace in the BG-OSU series with 
one exception-no penalties. The officials were content to let 
the skaters play aggressively. 
What resulted from this was some fast, exciting play and 
a defensive showdown that saw the first stanza end in a 
scoreless tie. 
Falcon goalie Don Boyd. who started because of his strong 
performance in practice last week, and Buckeye net minder 
Dan Stergiou continued to dazzle the patrons I about 250 of 
them BG fans) with frantic stops during the second period. 
OSU CENTER Bruce Allworth scored the game's first 
goal at 18:24 of the stanza to send the Bucks to the 
intermission with a 1-0 lead. 
Bruce Woodhouse rallied the Falcons early in the third 
period with a goal that set Buckeye netman Stergiou on his 
seat. A Hugh Prentice tally at 9:58 put the Bucks ahead until 
a John Stewart tally tied it up at 2-2 at 11 49 of the period. 
As the Bucks worked frantically to kill a penalty late in 
the game on Allworth, Archer slapped a shot that was 
deflected into the OSU net for a score by Bob Dobek 
The Falcon icers stalled the last four minutes to insure the 
3-2 win. 
THE NIGHT'S proceedings were summed up when 
defenseman Bob Schlitts said. "Ah. the thrill of victory." 
Dobek replied. "Yeah and the agony of defeat next door." 
The agony and thrill of the lockerrooms were reversed the 
following evening as an aggressive Buckeye team did storng 
forechecking and penalty killing to dominate the action. 
Boyd played another strong game in goal (27 saves I but 
was unable to stop the barrage of OSU shots every time. 
Alert defensive play held the Bucks to one goal in the first 
and third stanzas but the second period shelling resulted in 
three OSU tallies in the 4-2 triumph 
THE ONLY bright spots in the scoring category for BG 
came when Rich Nagai scored at 11:20 of the first stanza, 
and Dobek sent a screamer from outside the blue line past 
Stergiou into the net for a tally at 2:17 of the second period. 
Falcon mentor Ron Mason was disappointed, feeling that 
his crew could have taken both encounters. He attributed 
the difference in the two games to execution (BG having the. 
advantage Friday and losing it to the Bucks Saturday' 
evening). 
And so the fans who had eagerly sought an answer to the 
question of which team was better were leaving the ice rink 
with different words on their lips--'great series." 
The BG Ne^ 
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Implausible— 
Cash's game-good and bad 
By Kenny White 
Sports Editor 
For 35 bright, shiny and 
unadulterated minutes it 
was "The Ghost of Basket- 
ball Past" revisited. 
There he was. Cornelius 
Cash-the Cornelius Cash 
who used to make Earl the 
Pearl's court magic 
resemble the plain and 
ordinary, the player who 
used to fire in a dozen 10-15 
footers off his right finger- 
tips along with being the 
chairman of the boards 
Last Saturday night, 
against Phil l.umpkin and 
the rest of his pesky red and 
white clad friends. Cornelius 
Cash made a return to 
yesteryear 
THE     PERFORMANCE 
was marred by a spastic 
beginning but the ending 
was unquestionably the best 
minutes of roundball the 
much maligned 6'8" star has 
played this year 
The drives were relent- 
less He was canceling shots 
(four I, the  10-footers were 
stripping the twine and the 
chairman was controlling 
the boards as well as the 
game Led by Cash, the Fal- 
cons hung a 64-60 noose on 
Miami, the defending MAC 
champions, before 4,628 fans 
at the House of Hoops 
Even though the 19-point 
and 15-rebound performance 
impressed the local patrons, 
it did little to impress Cash 
himself, who has been 
having his problems playing 
with consistency this year. 
HERE'S how the inter- 
view went after the game in 
the Falcons' jubilant locker- 
room: 
White-How did you think 
you played'1 
Cash Fair 
White- Why did you have 
so much trouble in the 
beginning? 
Cash-I started off loafing 
White-Whal made you 
start playing7 
(ash I didn't want the 
burden on me if we had lost 
I didn't want to lake the 
blame 
White- Did    the   officials 
Cosh Marches for lost phase of consistency. 
Women tankers record no. 4 
The     Howling     Green      when the 200 medley relay 
women swimmers regis- 
lered theii fourth win of the 
season lasl weekend as they 
defeated     Slippery     Hock 
( ollege ol Pennsylvania, %■ 
3S 
Coach   Jean   Campbell's 
squad   look   an  early   lead 
team of Cheryl Dick. Gail 
Sailer, Becky Siesky and 
Valerie Newell blazed home 
first with a 2 02 0 clocking. 
Betsy Fisher 12 06 li and 
Diane Wian (1:11.5) cap- 
tured first and second in the 
200-yard freestyle event 
while Barb McKee (1:13.31 
and Cheryl Kimball (2:34.lt 
continued the winning ways 
by finishing one. two in the 
200 individual medley 
Siesky also won the 50- 
yard freestyle in 26 4 while 
Fisher 128.81 and McKee 
(29 0i look the top two spots 
in the 50-yard fly 
The race. 
MAC Overall 
Team WL W-L 
Toledo 6-2 15-5 
BOWLING GREEN 5-3 13-7 
Ohio 5-3 119 
Miami 4-4 10-9 
Western Michigan S-4 11-8 
Central Michigan 1-4 11-8 
Kent State 1-7 8-12 
Tomorrow 
BOWLING GREEN at Central Michigan 7 30 p in 
Toledo at Western Michigan 
Miami at Ohio 
Kent State at Eastern Michigan 
Last Saturday 
BOWLING GREEN 64, Miami 60 
Toledo 80, Ohio 79 
Central Michigan 83, Kent State 79 OT 
Western Michigan 78. Eastern Michigan 55 
ENVIRONMENT 
-PARTICIPATE   IN  A PROBLEM-SOLVING 
APPROACH TO LEARNING 
-LEARN HOW TO LIVE   IN HARMONY WITH 
MOTHER   EARTH 
LIFE. 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
STUDIES      CLUSTER 
SPRING 1974 
-DEVELOP AND COMPLETE A PROJECT 
WITH REAL SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE 
-WORK CLOSELY WITH FACULTY WHO REALLY 
CARE ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS 
ITHROUGH A FOCUS ON 
-POPULATION H-7  HRS. - NATURAL SCIENCES CREDIT 
"ENERGY 5-8 HRS. - SOCIAL SCIENCES CREDIT 
-LAND USE 1-7 HRS. -      HUMANITIES CREDIT 
IIN NORTHWEST OHIO (16 CREDIT HOURS MAXIMUM) 
Call   the  Modular Achievement   Program  Office     372-0202 
or  Environmental   Studies  Center       372-0207 
tor  further   information. 
IT'S      NOT      TOO     LATE 
bother you tonight' 
Cash-No. they officiated 
quite well to be truthful 
White-Why the problems 
with playing consistently'' 
Cash I don't know Maybe 
it's my shooting I haven't 
been hitting my jumpers and 
there is no excuse for it. It's 
a big part of my overall 
game 
Your witness F Lee 
After  playing   Miami  on 
even terms in the first 
period-30-all at the inter 
mission-the Falcons found 
themselves faced with the 
task of playing catch-up 
basketball 
THE Falcons took the 
upper hand when Double C 
started playing like the Cash 
of old He tallied seven 
points in the last three 
minutes of play after tying 
the contest at 54-all with a 
15-footer with 6:01 to play 
Cash's most important 
contribution was a block of a 
Lumpkin jumper late in the 
contest after the Redskins' 
controlled a tip and .were 
coming back from a 63-60 
deficit 
Jack Wissman hooped 13 
while Skip Howard followed 
suit with 10 for the Falcons 
who now trail league leading 
Toledo by one game with a 5- 
3 league record 
Over the weekend, the 
Falcons jayvees recorded 
their seventh straight 
victory with a 76-58 verdict 
over the Ohio State 
i Newark i branch team 
Flashes get the breaks 
in win over grapplers 
By Jerry Masek 
KENT-Sometimes you 
get the breaks and some- 
times you don't. 
Last weekend, the breaks 
went to Kent State (7-41 as 
the Flashes ended Bowling 
Green's four meet wrestling 
win streak The final score 
was 26-14. 
Only three Bowling Green 
19-71 wrestlers walked away 
unset.itched Sophomore 
Kevin Dick won by forfeit at 
118 lbs while seniors Steve 
Taylor and Dennis O'Neil 
decisioned their opponents 
Taylor remained un- 
defeated   (8-01  at   150  lbs 
with a 6-4 triumph over Scott 
Braun. O'Neil used his 
speciality-the takedown- 
five times en route to a 13-5 
win at 158 lbs 
Falcon Mike Melting was 
upset. 3-2. on riding time at 
167 lbs and teammate Dave 
Nieset dropped an 8-4 match 
at 177 lbs. 
ALTHOUGH in control of 
his match the final two 
periods. BG's Dave Wolfe 
failed to overcome a four- 
point first period deficit and 
lost, 4-2 
At heavyweight, the 
Falcons'    Pat   Welfe    suc- 
cumbed to Kent's Dave 
Kodhe as he was pinned In 
the first period 
Competition in the early 
matches also was close as 
the meet was tied at 11-11 at 
the halfway mark 
Two high school wrestling 
teammates from Toledo's 
Rodgers faced-off at 126 lbs 
BG's freshmen Bill Franer 
and Kent's Charlie fought to 
a 1-1 draw 
Kent State won the other 
two matches of the meet 
Norm Miller pinned Art 
Komorowski at 134 lbs and 
Dennis Feleppelle raised his 
mark to 11-0 with an 11-4 vic- 
tory over BG's Joe Kosch. 
A 
Dear Valentine! 
Special Valentine "Tee's" 
And "U-Trow" For That 
Special Guy (or Guys) 
Use Your Imagination, 
Make Him A Personalized Shirt 
or U-Trow Printed In Seconds 
Lots of Samples in Stock at   W^ 
THE DEN 
¥ 
r 
Announcing 
The Double Dough 
Pizza from Domino's 
For an extra thick crust that'll really fill you up, 
you're charged only 40$ more for a small 
(12") and 60<p more for a large (16") pizza. 
352-5221 
Domino's - The Pizza People, Period. 
